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Welcome! 

An undergraduate research project serves as a hallmark engaged-learning 
experience. It should stand at the center of a student’s academic portfolio 
showcasing the good work that has been produced while at the university. For a 
prospective employer or graduate school, it boldly declares that not only have you 
succeeded in a wide variety of classes, but that you can employ those concepts, 
theories, and methods—so dearly gained with hard work and effort—and put them 
into practice addressing real-world problems. 
Why does it speak volumes to an employer or graduate school? It does so because 
it is sustained effort that demonstrates dedication and focus. You must 
conceptualize, design, carry out, and craft a final product. Of course, this does not 
happen in a vacuum. The McNair Scholars Program does a careful job of pairing 
faculty mentors with mentees. McNair students take the lead and faculty serve as 
coaches helping them tap into resources and networks, as well as shape ideas. 
McNair students also gain another invaluable skill: learning to be good mentees. 
The relationship must be taken seriously; information and advice must be taken 
openly; realistic expectations must be set; and there must be follow through with 
the relationship. McNair faculty mentor-coaches help their mentees in their critical 
role. We rarely do anything alone in life. Being good, productive citizens rests on 
cultivating and sustaining relationships. Through the research process, McNair 
Scholars are becoming relational leaders, a skill that is foundational to a life of good 
work and service. 
Engaged projects are foundational to the Montevallo approach to deep learning. 
The McNair Scholars Program embraces that ideal and the fruits of that labor are 
exemplified in the outstanding articles in this issue of What will you become? 

James H. McDonald
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
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History of the University of Montevallo 

Due to the efforts of Julia Tutwiler who advocated for the technical training of girls, the 
University of Montevallo opened in October 1896 as the Alabama Girls’ Industrial 
School (AGIS), a women-only technical school that also offered high school-level 
courses. AGIS became the Alabama Girls’ Technical Institute in 1911, further adding 
"and College for Women" in 1919. The school gradually phased into being a traditional 
degree-granting institution, becoming Alabama College, State College for Women in 
1923. 

The school's supporters lobbied the Alabama Legislature which passed a bill on January 
15, 1956 that dropped the designation "State College for Women", effectively making the 
school coeducational. The first men entered the school that same month. In 1965, the 
board of trustees authorized President D. P. Culp to sign the Certificates of Assurance of 
Compliance with the Civil Rights Act of 1964. In the fall of 1968, three African 
American women, Carolyn Buprop, Ruby Kennbrew, and Dorothy (Lilly) Turner, 
enrolled in the university. On September 1, 1969, Alabama College was renamed the 
University of Montevallo. Today, the University of Montevallo is the only public liberal 
arts college in Alabama and is a member of the prestigious Council of Public Liberal Arts 
Colleges (COPLAC). 

Montevallo is located in the geographic center of the state of Alabama in an area rich 
with Civil War history. With slightly over 3,000 students, the university generates a 
significant economic impact on the surrounding communities in Shelby County. 
Many of the buildings on campus predate the founding of the college, including King 
House and Reynolds Hall. The King House is reserved for special guests of the campus, 
and Reynolds Hall is still used by the Theater Department and alumni relations. King 
House was reportedly the first home in Alabama to receive pane glass windows. 
Montevallo's campus is considered an architectural jewel. Its appearance is more in line 
with private, elite institutions. The central part of campus is a National Historic District, 
listed on the National Register of Historic Places. The Olmsted Brothers’ firm, who also 
designed the grounds for the Biltmore House in North Carolina, designed the main 
portion of the campus. Frederick Law Olmsted designed Central Park in New York. 
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About TRIO 

The Federal TRIO Programs were established by Congress to provide educational 
assistance and opportunities for all Americans regardless of ethnic/racial backgrounds or 
economic status. TRIO encompassing Talent Search, Upward Bound, Student Support 
Services, Educational Opportunities Program, and the Ronald E. McNair Post-
baccalaureate Achievements programs reflect our country’s commitment to diversity and 
equality in education. These programs, funded by the Title IV Higher Education Act of 
1965, generally serve first generation low-income students, students with disabilities and 
students from groups underrepresented in higher education. 

About Ronald E. McNair, Ph.D. 

Ronald Erwin McNair was born October 21, 1950 in Lake City, South Carolina. 
McNair’s thirst for scientific knowledge led him to a Bachelor of Science degree in 
Physics from North Carolina A&T State University, graduating magna cum laude. 
Earning a Ph.D. in Physics from Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1976, he 
became a widely recognized expert in laser physics while working with the Hughes 
Research Laboratory. 

Further distinguishing his career, he was chosen from a pool of ten thousand applicants 
for the NASA Space Shuttle Program. In 1986, Dr. McNair was a mission specialist 
aboard his second Challenger flight when the shuttle was tragically lost in an accident 
that claimed the lives of the entire crew. To honor the memory of Dr. McNair, Congress 
allocated funding for the Ronald E. McNair Postbaccalaureate Achievement Program. 

The University of Montevallo TRIO McNair Scholars Program 

The University of Montevallo is committed to the legacy and memory of Dr. Ronald E. 
McNair. Our scholars, representing a diverse background, look forward to continuing 
their educational endeavors in graduate and doctoral programs. The program facilitates 
educational and academic growth through research opportunities, faculty mentoring 
relationships, and related services. The scholars attend and present their research at 
national conferences and network with professionals in their fields of study. 
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The Beast is Feeding: A Literary Analysis of The Rocky Horror Picture Show 

Destiney Amos

Emily Gill, MFA 

Abstract 

One of the most treasured cult classics of all time, The Rocky Horror (Picture) Show 
is a film with an outstanding following today, even though it was first released in 1975 (FAQ). 
In order to fully understand the full spectrum of meaning of the film, this research looked 
at the film and the script from both a literary and performance perspective. This research 
explores different literary symbols and archaic forms including the Hero’s Journey and 
archetypes as well as performance aspects such as the colors used in the film, Stanisklavian 
intent, and the campy aspect of the film. In doing this, this research makes 
connections between the film as a piece of literature and as a piece of film to be digested by 
society.

“Time meant nothing, never would again” (Sharman, 21).

The Rocky Horror Picture Show is a campy and extravagant cult-classic still gathers 
crowds to come in for audience participation showings frequently. The film’s quality is 
dulled when compared to classics, yet it persists to be one the most remembered films of all 
time,despite its lacking in budget. The undying loyalty of the fanbase of the film could be based 
on The Rocky Horror Picture Show’s wonderful storyline and allegorical aspects. The Rocky 
Horror Picture Show is more intricate than a simple musical with a surplus of nudity; it is 
a movement all on its own, a machine of many aspects working in tandem to create a 
masterpiece of film and literature.

In order to fully understand the terms and connections to be discussed, one must 
understand the plot and characters. The story revolves around two newly engaged all-
American virgin teens, Brad and Janet, who want to go thank their teacher Dr. Scott for 
bringing them together in class. On their way to Dr. Scott’s house, a storm erupts, and they are 
forced to abandon their car with a flat tire to voyage on foot in search of a telephone. They turn 
up at a castle, inside of which they are greeted by Riff Raff and his sister Magenta, the two 
housekeepers. 

When they go inside, they see a Transylvanian convention occurring, unaware that 
everyone there are aliens except for them. The wild extravagance of the party guests scares 
them. They are stripped of clothing as they meet Dr Frank N. Furter, a crossdressing man who 
simply does not care what others think. Brad and Janet are in awe as they witness Dr. Frank N. 
Furter’screature being brought to life. The creature’s name is Rocky, and he is a sculpted hunk 
that Frank intends to use as his personal sex toy.
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 As Rocky tries to stay as far away from Frank as possible, Eddie, the man whose brain 
was stolen in order to provide a brain for Rocky, bursts from the freezer where he was being kept 
by Frank  and swoops up his long lost love Columbia. Frank murders Eddie, to the dismay of 
Columbia. When Janet and Brad are both seduced separately by Frank, and Janet 
discoversBrad’s betrayal, she has passionate sex with Rocky, realizing that she was no longer 
content for waiting for marriage or the right time to fulfill her desires. This fact is not good news 
to Frank,who flies out into a rage shortly after Dr. Scott appears, the science teacher who brought 
Brad and Janet together and the man who is Eddie’s uncle.

It is then revealed that Frank murdered Eddie because he was trying to reach out and tells 
omeone about the “evil deeds” occurring at the castle. At this point, Dr. Frank N. Furter utilizes 
his Sonic Transducer, which has the capability to send things to different planets, to freeze Brad, 
Janet, Dr. Scott, Rocky and Columbia to the floor. He then dresses them in lingerie and they 
perform a floor show, where they all seem to be under some kind of influence that causes their 
desires to be unrestrained. They dance and enjoy intermingled kissing until Riff Raff and 
Magenta burst in and kill Frank, deciding that they are now Frank’s superiors because he has 
caused so much damage to their situation. Rocky attempts to save Frank, dying in the process. 
Columbia is also killed in the laser gun fire. Only Brad, Janet, and Dr. Scott escape with their 
lives, as the castle is beamed up to Transylvania, Riff Raff’s and Magenta’s home planet.

“Tonight, my unconventional conventionalists. . .” (Sharman, 33).

It is very much established that Brad and Janet are technically the hero of this narrative; 
however, the other characters in the story have their own typical traits that allow the story to be 
interesting and relatable, while still drawing interest.  Indeed, this “Characterization is key to 
effective storytelling,” and the individual characteristics of each person in the story are intricate 
in their interactions with others and in their solidarity (Cowden et al, xi). Each character fits into 
an archetype, like mold of typical characters, which may evolve and overlap with other common 
archetypes, and this creates strong characters that are relatively unique but still familiar.

The debatably most unique characteristic of Frank N. Furter is his lack of clear gender 
lines, which is also reflected in his archetypes. There are typical female archetypes and male 
archetypes, but it is undeniable that Frank N. Furter has layered or multiple archetypes, which fit 
into the male and female categories. Frank can be placed into archetypal mold called the chief, 
which is his dominating archetype. The chief typically is simply a born leader, someone who 
sees challenges as things to be destroyed, a person who needs to control their environment, and a 
demander of respect (Cowden, et al, 5-9). Frank always ascends from above everyone, as well; 
he enters from the top of the stairs, immediately assuming control of his domain. At his very 
core, Frank is dominating and controlling and aware of his destiny. This is supported by almost 
every action Frank performs in the film, including his sexual dominance over Brad and 
Janet,which is reflected in the floor show when they are forced to wear the outfits Frank chooses.
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Complicating this archetype is Frank’s tendency to fit into the charmer archetype. The 
charmer is, “Sparkle, glitz, allure and appeal” (21). The charmer is creative and witty, but he is 
also slightly irresponsible and impulsive, a playboy who tries to never lose his grasp on any 
situation (22). Indeed, the charmer is, “The star of his own show” (23).  Frank’s charmer 
archetype is supported by the film and the script in Frank’s unwavering need to get what he 
desires, like how he created Rocky simply because he wanted a hunky sexual partner. Frank 
looks extremely tall in all the scenes as well; he demands attention, without shame. For 
example, he leaves even the audience on edge with one of his most memorable lines, 
“Antici.......pation”(29).

Frank is extremely intelligent, as he created a human male in only seven days, and this 
fact allows him to fit into the professor archetype. The professor’s talents in academics rule his 
life, and Frank obsession with science is illustrated in the fact that he created a transducer which 
Dr. Scott said he was unable to build. Frank’s intelligence and professor archetype solidifies him 
as the leader of the Frankenstein Place.

The most surprising archetype that Frank aligns with is a feminine one: the seductress. 
Perhaps parallel to the male charmer archetype, the seductress is someone who, “Holds 
enormous powers over others” (59). The seductress will use their charm and usually devilish 
good looks to manipulate others into giving them what they want, which they usually already 
have solidified in an internal agenda (61). The texts supports Frank N. Furter’s seductress 
archetype in the separate bed scenes with Brad and Janet. Neither Brad nor Janet can resist the 
appeal of Frank N. Furter, and they both fornicate with him.

Frank, for the most part, seems to remain a mix of all of his archetypes, although 
sometimes some archetypes may overshadowed by others. For example, during “Sweet 
Transvestite” Frank’s chief and seductress archetypes are most apparent, but just moments later 
when everyone goes to the lab, Frank’s seductress archetype fades as the professor propels itself 
forward, but in his lab outfit and his mannerisms, he still maintains a seductive quality.   Frank 
seems to remain in a layered archetype instead a shifting archetype, which is where the character 
shifts from one archetype to a completely new one throughout the story, but Frank N Furter 
seems to shift back and forth, while still retaining pieces of every archetype at all times.

Rocky, the creature that Frank created, is much more a simple archetypal character. 
Besides the fact that Rocky literally has half a brain and maneuvers in the world like a Tarzan 
ripoff, he does have some typical archetypal traits. He most distinctly fits the swashbuckler 
archetype, which is a person who is unreliable and selfish while still loves excitement and is 
fearless (38). “The swashbuckler leaps before he looks” (39). Rocky’s childlike and almost 
comical naivety and bravery is reflected in the text when Rocky leaps after Frank when he falls 
into the pool and drags him up the RKO tower, even though Rocky then dies because of his rash 
act.
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Columbia, the groupie-type girl who hangs around the Frankenstein Place, is similar to 
Rocky in that she has one, fairly simple archetype: the spunky kid. The spunky kid is reliable, 
has moxie and is typically upbeat and loved by everyone (66). Although the spunky kid can 
sometimes be a bit skeptical about things, she usually works very hard and desires to make 
everyone as happy as possible (69).Columbia also has a shrill voice and tap dancing ability that 
recalls images of the 1920’s, which connects to her bubbly and light personality. Columbia’s 
archetype is reinforced by the text in several scenes, the most pertinent being when she leaves 
the room during dinner to cry about the death of Eddie. Instead of making everyone 
miserable,Columbia leaves the room to mourn because she wants everyone to feel happy.

Eddie, perhaps the most mystifying character of the entire film, also, fits into an 
archetype. He is most obviously the bad boy: “A rebel without a cause,” a man is who is bitter 
and volatile but irresistible to the ladies (10-13). He is a person who came from the wrong side 
of the proverbial tracks and is eternally angry at this fact (12). Eddie’s archetype is reinforced 
by the song “Hot Patootie Bless My Soul” in which he rides in on a motorcycle, a common bad 
boy accessory, and scoops up Columbia and whisks her away. Eddie also wears leather and has 
a hard exterior, but  like many bad boys, he has a soft inside and is murdered by Frank N. Furter 
because he decided to alert someone to the events occurring at the Frankenstein Place. This act 
is completely out of Eddie’s bad boy archetype, and it is the reason he was murdered.

The last archetypes are that of Magenta and Riff Raff, and like Brad and Janet, it is most 
purposeful to treat them as an inseparable unit, as they are almost exactly alike in their 
characterization. Both Magenta and Riff Raff have an evolving archetype, meaning that they 
begin as one archetype and end up as another. The pair begin the story as servants to Frank, and 
during this part of the film, they both best fit the feminine librarian archetype. The librarian is 
very neat and  wants everything to be in its place, while usually repressing emotions and anger 
in the process (82). This is illustrated throughout the first part of the film when most times 
Magenta and Riff Raff are shown on screen they are tidying or doing chores.

At the end of the film when the pair reveal themselves in their space suits equipped with 
laser guns, the pair shifts from a feminine archetype to the masculine archetype called the 
warrior. The warrior is someone who never lets evil go unpunished, a reluctant hero who must 
force justice to be served (45). The warrior values honor and believes that the right choice must 
always prevail. Indeed, at the close of the film, Riff Raff and Magenta kill Frank and others with 
their guns and destroy the castle, but they did not kill Dr. Scott, Brad or Janet, perhaps because 
they felt that they were not to blame for the events that occurred. Riff Raff and Magenta put 
their entire lives at risk to stand up for their truth.

Classifying these main characters into archetypes is helpful because it allows, much like 
the Hero’s Journey classification did previously, for more clear lines and interpretation of the 
plot. In classifying each character the interpretation of symbolism becomes much more clear 
because the characters’ intentions can be inferred from their archetypal traits. Although 
archetypes can sometimes be faulty due to their  rigid and sometimes obsolete nature, the 
symbolism and interpretation of the piece is much more identifiable when each person is 
characterized by certain figurative and literal features.
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“. . .two young ordinary healthy kids” (Sharman, 10).

One of the most undebatable foundations of modern literature is an archaic form known 
as The Hero’s Journey. Utilized in some of the first-known narratives, like The Epic of 
Gilgamesh, The Hero’s Journey is a typical set of events that occur in both ancient epics and 
some modern publications (Smith, 13). In this context, Brad and Janet will be treated as single 
unit, one hero, as they mirror each other in their journey and in their starting and ending points 
in the story, much like Magenta and Riff Raff. Brad and Janet’s magnificent journey with the 
Frankenstein Place shapes the rest of the story and portrays them as heroes.

In general, The Hero’s Journey typically flows from the known to the unknown, 
from,“The city to the forest,” and begins with a call to adventure (14). This first initial action is 
what drives the hero to progress forward and begin their voyage. In The Rocky Horror Picture 
Show, the call to adventure is realized in Brad and Janet’s engagement and their urge to visit 
their old science teacher, Dr. Scott, to share the news of their upcoming union with him. This 
uncontrollable urge they feel to visit their teacher leads them into the clutches of Frank N. Furter 
and forces their progression forward.

The next step typical in The Hero’s Journey is usually some form of supernatural 
aid,which assists the characters in forging their journey out of the realm of the known and into 
territory which they are unfamiliar (15). In The Rocky Horror Picture Show, Brad and Janet’s 
supernatural aid can be assumed to be their accidental journey to the Frankenstein Place, the 
castle where Frank N. Furter resides, and the eerie and otherworldly conditions in which the 
Frankenstein Place constantly rests under. On the night that Brad and Janet meet Frank and his 
posse, there were, “Dark storm clouds, heavy black and pendulous, toward which they [Brad and 
Janet] were driving”  (Sharman, 11). The weather acts as a supernatural force, as it coaxes the 
couple into Frank’s mansion. In fact, as Brad and Janet near the Frankenstein Place, they 
observe several motorcyclists passing them, seemingly materializing from a dead end. It is 
revealed later that the cyclists are appearing from a different planet, but their magnificent 
appearance only solidifies the supernatural beginning of The Hero’s Journey.

Perhaps another supernatural event that kickstarts The Hero’s Journey of Brad and Janet 
is arguably most audience-involved song, “The Time Warp.” The song includes a dance with 
which the audience frequently dances along to, as the actions to be performed are repeated 
within the lyrics. During the song, the characters belt about the meaninglessness of time now 
that they have entered the Frankenstein place and doing a, “Mind flip” to succumb and indulge 
in some other dimension of being and feeling (20). This not only sets the stage for the fantasy 
and wild events that follow, which allow the film to be suspended in a mythical time in space in 
which everything is allowed and possible, but it also shifts the story from reality into a sub-
reality in which Brad and Janet have enough supernatural aid to begin their magnificent and 
action-packed journey of discovery with Dr. Frank N. Furter.
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The Hero’s Journey then, typically, involves an aid or a mentor who forges a path for the 
hero as they shift into the unknown at the threshold of their transformation. Although there is a 
group of people who are visiting from Transylvania who arguably all assist in the transition of 
Brad and Janet simply because of their wild party and dancing during “The Time Warp,” there is 
one individual in particular who assists Brad and Jane the most. This person is, of course, Riff 
Raff, the hunchbacked doorman who is the first unknown person that Brad and Janet come into 
contact with and the person who literally ushers them into the mansion in which they are going 
to have a fantastic night. Although it would be quite misleading to say that Riff Raff is a mentor 
as he did nothing to guide them except simply stating, “You’re wet,” he did allow the couple 
into the Frankenstein place and initiated their journey (16). It cannot be forgotten that Dr. Frank 
N. Furter, the ringleader of the events that occur at the Frankenstein Place, is the catalyst of the
events that occur to the couple. Frank coerces and sometimes tricks Brad and Janet into certain
events, acting as an anti-mentor, who, instead of assisting the couple in returning to normalcy,
implores the couple to spiral further into the depths of the unknown. It is also notable that there
are traditionally, “Sacred garments,” that the mentor bestows upon the hero, and of course,
Frank does almost the opposite, stripping Brad and Janet down to their underwear, removing his
false personality to reveal Frank’s true self (Smith, 20) Frank removes Brad and Janet’s identity
and replaces it with his own, even dressing them in outfits identical to his during the floor show.
Typically in The Hero’s Journey, the mentor gives the mentee armor, but Frank strips it away,
perhaps a foreshadowing of his malicious and murderous nature.

In The Hero’s Journey, there is traditionally then a set of challenges that the hero faces. 
Although there are so many strange and erotic challenges that Brad and Janet must conquer 
during their brief time at the Frankenstein Place, undoubtedly the most salacious and most 
difficult tribulation is Brad’s and Janet’s sexual solo escapades with Dr. Frank N. Furter in their 
chambers. Continuing his role as an anti-mentor, Frank disguises his voices as Brad’s as he 
crawls into a chamber with Janet and his voice as Janet’s as he is in the chamber with Brad. He 
takes Brad and Janet’s virginity, leaving them both to say the exact same thing although they 
were in completely different chambers: “You tricked me - I wouldn’t have” (Sharman, 53-56). 
Both Brad and Janet continue to be pleasured by Frank after he promises not to tell the 
significant other. Both Brad and Janet make the conscious decision to not only sin and have sex 
with a person whom they are not married to, they also make a decision to betray their loved one. 
Brad loses his virginity to a man, which is even more taboo than Janet’s acts.

Next, which is very closely related to the challenges, is the abyss, which contains the 
death and rebirth of the hero. After Brad and Janet both make love to Dr. Frank N Furter, Janet 
roams out into the hallway, searching in penance for Brad, unaware of his mirror sexual 
encounter with Dr. Frank N. Furter. When she sees Brad smoking a cigarette in the bed with 
Frank post-coitus on one of the television screens, she flies out into a desperate sorrow and rage, 
signaling the couple’s and the hero’s “death.” In this moment, Janet realizes that not only has 
she done irreparable acts and the relationship with Brad will never fully recover, but because 
Brad has done the same, there is literally no hope for their engagement or the life they had 
planned. If both Brad and Janet had kept their sexual encounter with Dr. Frank N. Furter from 
the other, then it is possible that their relationship and engagement could have continued as the 
two had originally intended. Now, however, the life Brad and Janet had always strived for, the 
life like that of Ralph and Betty Hapschatt, is very much out of their reach.
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However, the rebirth of the hero is much more satisfying and signals the transformation 
of the hero. When Janet succumbs to her innate urges only moments after learning of what Brad 
has done, she begins their rebirth by having unrestrained and animalistic sex with Rocky. Janet 
simply releases all her cares and preconceptions and gives herself to Rocky, as Magenta and 
Columbia watch on a television. Brad’s rebirth is his sex with Dr. Frank N Furter because he 
crosses several personal boundaries that Janet did not with her heterosexual sex.

The full transformation of the couple is seen in the notorious floor show during the 
song,“Rose Tint My World.” During this song, Brad and Janet dance on stage in lingerie, 
seeming to have lost any inhibitions due to the acts of Dr. Frank N. Furter. Freezes them and 
forces them to wear an outfit identical to his, raising questions about the Stanislavski's idea of an 
actor’s intent and the free will or lack thereof that Brad and Janet have. The Brad and Janet 
observed during the floor show are almost opposites of the Brad and Janet the audience is 
introduced to in “Dammit Janet.” They are free of expectations and feel no shame or guilt in 
expressing their sexual desires, echoing one of the most famous lines of the film, “Don’t dream 
it, be it (90).” Brad and Janet leaped to the other end of the spectrum, morphing from tight-laced 
and conservative virgin teens to lingerie-clad sexual beings who are unconcerned with typical 
society.  The couple even engage in what could be claimed to be an orgy with Rocky and 
Columbia at the end of the floor show, totally affirming their transformation. It should be noted 
that Frank does not undergo a transformation here; Frank maintains his constant identity in this 
scene. 

Heroes usually attain atonement for their actions, a righting of the wrongs they may have 
committed during the journey so that they can be accepted back into society from where they 
started. The peculiar ending of the film, simply leaving Brad and Janet in the ruins of the 
Frankenstein place, provides no restitution for Brad or Janet. The story follows a typical path of 
a hero, but the most satisfying part, the one where the hero returns and is accepted for their 
crimes, is omitted, and this deletion is no doubt purposeful. Although there nothing much to do 
but to speculate as to why the story does not provide forgiveness for the characters, it is quite 
plausible that Brad and Janet were not allowed this key part of the story because they frankly 
have nothing to be sorry for. Although their society may have viewed gay sex, premarital sex 
and orgies as sinful, the lack of reparations for their acts implies that what they did while they 
were in the Frankenstein Place warrants no forgiveness. This lacking of forgiveness could also 
play into why the audience never gets to see Brad and Janet’s return to Denton, their hometown, 
as well. However, the couple must, “Submit to full humiliation,” like other historic heroes 
because they realize how close-mindedly they have existed thus far (102).

Throughout history, the hero is typically regarded as a Herculean half-god and half-man 
who can overcome anything because they have some mystical strength and power that is 
unreachable to mere mortals. Brad and Janet are simply kids from a small town. There is not 
much special about them, compared to typical heroes. However, they are heroes because theyf 
ollow The Hero's Journey, and portraying Brad and Janet as the heroes of this narrative will 
indeed shape the way that other archetypes are configured in the story (Smith, 59).
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“Such strenuous living. I just don’t understand” (Sharman, 43).

Much like any piece of literature, The Rocky Horror Picture Show is packed full of 
explorable symbols and pop culture clues, specific to a subculture obsessed with B-movies and 
"otherness." Throughout the piece, certain mundane details are peppered and leave a path for 
exploring the different modes of interpretations. Like many pieces of esteemed literature, The 
Rocky Horror Picture Show has an infinite of symbols that can be illustrated and interpreted in 
uncountable ways.

One of the larger possible metaphors involves Brad and Janet and their connection to 
society. In one possible interpretation, Brad and Janet could be a symbol of common or 
conservative society. In 1975 when the film hit the screen and even in 2017, most of the things 
that occur on the screen, especially the cross dressing and open sex, would seem unfamiliar or 
just wrong. When the film was released, gay marriage was not legal, and this could be a 
reflection of a majority of folks feeling as though gay marriage did not warrant legalization as it 
was not accepted. Despite the lack of legality, members of the gay and lesbian community began 
to galvanize during the time that The Rocky Horror Picture Show was released, due to The 
Stonewall Riot, in which police raided a gay club in 1969 (“The Stonewall Riot”). Brad and 
Janet, like society, were fully inexperienced with sex, simply because they were told not have 
sex until marriage. They were all-American kids, from, “Denton: The Home of 
Happiness”(Sharman, 3).

This conservatism is reflected in their admission of being virgins to Dr. Frank N. Furter, 
their admiration of the Hapschatts’ marriage at the beginning of the film and Janet’s joy at 
catching the wedding bouquet (3). Brad and Janet, at first, seem to think that desires and 
passions are dangerous, and they avoid them at all costs. The couple is very much concerned 
with what other think of them much like society, as reflected in Janet’s first words after she sees 
her engagement ring: “Oh, it’s nicer than Betty Munroe had!” (7).  The couple also judges the 
people at the Frankenstein Place even saying, “Life’s pretty cheap to that type” (12).  As the 
couple experience sexual pleasure, they both yearn for more sex and more fulfillment, which is 
reinforced by the song “Touch-a Touch-a Touch Me” in which Janet literally begs Rocky 
to“fulfill her” (61). Perhaps Brad and Janet’s transformation from meek virgins to thirsty sexual 
creatures once they realize the true joy of sex could be a metaphor for society and people as a 
whole. Perhaps if the entire world were pushed into the same situation as Brad and Janet, they, 
too, would understand and even enjoy the events that occur at the Frankenstein Place.
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The dichotomy of the traditional wedding at the beginning of the film and the one that 
occurs between Rocky and Frank at the Frankenstein Place is interesting and sets up an 
extension of the accepted and what is not accepted in society. Betty Hapshchatt’s wedding is 
traditional. The family poses in photos in front the church, and everyone is well-dressed in semi-
formal attire. Frank and Rocky’s wedding is more similar to Betty’s wedding than one might 
expect. Frank jumps into Rocky’s arms, and they head to the bridal chamber, as friends shout 
praises for the couple (51).  It is important to note here that Rocky is less than pleased to be 
marrying Frank, as he jerks away from Frank on several occasions. Although no detail is 
presented in terms of Betty and Ralph’s relationship, the fact that Frank is coercing a mostly 
unwilling man to marry him, even figuratively, could be a comment on society as a whole. Even 
though Rocky and Frank’s union is far from traditional, they still have basic emotional and 
relationship issues,which plague them until the bitter end. Their problems aside, Rocky still dies 
trying to save Frank in the end. Despite some problems that couples may be facing, whether gay, 
straight or otherwise, love of one another is at the core of success. That is not to say that Rocky 
desperately loved Frank, but he cared for him enough to die for him. On the same hand, Brad 
and Janet both cheated on each other, but that fact does not mean that they do not fundamentally 
care for each other and can succeed. Despite one’s way of finding love or who one loves, it 
cannot alter the skeleton of trust and affection that a couple shares.

In 1975 when The Rocky Horror Picture Show the film was released, 70.8% of all homes 
had a color television, which equates to about 49 million people (“Television History: The First 
75 Years). Throughout the film similar screens are observed in the Frankenstein Place. The 
television screens, which do not broadcast normal television but instead act as surveillance 
method, push the plot forward on several occasions. Some examples are when Frank sees Rocky 
escape on screen, when Janet sees Brad cheating on her through the screen, and when Magenta 
and Columbia spy on Janet and Rocky having sex. It is notable that Janet and Brad do not seem 
to be aware of the screens, until Janet notices Brad with Frank later in the film. In 1975, when 
television dominated as the main way to digest news, the inclusion of television screens is 
important to the symbolism of the story and in its connection to society. Even in the 
Frankenstein Place, which is inhabited by aliens from a different galaxy, televisions are used to 
spread news, which in every case in the film is not very good news at all. This phenomenon 
could be a metaphor for the paranoia that many Americans felt post-Cold War (Thompson, 83).  
The same principle could relate to today as well.; in 2017, people can easily snoop through 
profiles and the internet to find details about people that they might not have wanted shared. 
Today and in 1975, technology sharing is making things more convenient, but it can also harm 
different interpersonal relations, as is expressed in The Rocky Horror Picture Show.
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Eddie, the motorcycle bad boy who is killed by Dr. Frank N. Furter, is especially intricate 
in his position in the story, and his particular role in the story could be a symbol. Eddie is 
described by his uncle as a, “Low down cheap little punk” (Sharman, 76). Eddie is described as 
an addict and fiend, but even he notices something awry at Frank’s castle. A note Eddie wrote in 
blood to his uncle reads, “I’m out of my head. O hurry or I may be dead! They mustn’t carry out 
their evil deeds!” (78). Eddie, a motorcycle porn-loving mother’s nightmare junkie, sees fault 
with what Frank was doing, and Eddie’s morality eventually led him to death. Perhaps Eddie is 
supposed to function a way to compare the decadence of Frank to aspects of daily life. Eddie, the 
epitome of an Earth bad boy, is terrified of and murder by Frank, then this implies that Frank is 
much more evil than Eddie, who is not a portrait of goodness himself. 

“Don’t get strung out by the way I look” (Sharman, 26).

Color has long been a different way of expression in theatrical performance and in film. 
From the clothing to the backdrops, color is an essential form of expression in performance, 
especially film. The Rocky (Horror) Picture Show is no different in that the colors play a large 
role in the film and in the script.  The colors used in The Rocky (Horror) Picture Show could be 
viewed as not only a source of visual pleasure but also a part of the intricate symbolism involved 
in the story and in the visual spectacle.

In the beginning of the film, Janet is wearing a lilac purple suit, and this is significant. Purple in 
an opening scene usually signifies an omen of something horrible to come (Bellantoni,21). The 
purple that Janet wears is light and not a dark deep purple.  It is difficult to say that the events 
that happened were wholly bad or wholly good. Although Brad and Janet went through a 
tremendous amount of change during their night at the Frankenstein Place, it is hard  to 
definitively say whether the events changed them for the bad or good, and the lilac of Janet’s suit 
could be a metaphor of this fact.

During the scene in which Frank brings Rocky to life, he is wearing a green medical suit 
with a red triangle on it with pink gloves and a pearl necklace. The green color metaphor is a 
complicated dichotomy, as it is, “The color of fresh vegetables and spoiled meat (160).” The 
naturality of green is double-sided; green maintains the ability to seem organic and repulsive 
simultaneously. Typically, medical gowns would be white, further complicating the issue. Frank 
N. Furter is not a medical doctor, at least by Earth’s standards. Perhaps his gown is green
because he does not hold the typical authority of an Earth doctor, but the robe still signifies
clearly that he is medically-inclined somehow. The gown’s color could also be a metaphor for
Dr. Frank N. Furter’s transvestism. The debate about whether or not traits like homosexuality
and transvestism are innate or not is still being discussed today, and the nature-colored green in
the dress could be a hint at this argument. The red triangle on the dress is a bit more complicated
still. There is no doubt that the triangle is similar to the icon in the fictional series Star Trek,
which frequently deals with interplanetary travel and relations. The triangle could signify that
Frank is an alien, and it could also function as a Hester Prynne sign of shame, from the novel 
The Scarlet Letter. The connection between homosexuality and nazi camps cannot be denied
either. In Nazi concentration camps, those who identified as homosexals were forced to wear a
pink triangle (“History”).
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His outfit in this scene is just another example of Frank’s constant affirmation that the 
opinions of others do not matter to him. Finally, the pink gloves are also significant in this scene. 
Pink is literally red mixed with white: the most sexual and angry color combined with the most 
innocent color. The pink could simply hint towards the femininity that Frank possesses, but it 
could also be a hint at his relative innocence. The gloves are not pure red; they are muted red, 
suggesting that Frank’s red sexuality is lessened in this scene, as he acts a impromptu father and 
mother to his new creation named Rocky.

The over-sized white pearl necklace that Frank wears in this scene is important as well. 
The innocent white could be used to counteract the sultry green and pink he dons, as a way to 
tone down the sexuality he oozes in this scene or it could be used to enhance it. A pearl necklace 
is a sexual term that describes when a man ejaculates onto another person’s neck, leaving a trail 
of white that resembles a necklace made of pearls (“pearl necklace”).  This is affirmed by the ZZ 
Top song entitled “Pearl Necklace,” which was released only six years after The Rocky Horror 
Picture Show  and discusses the same sexual performance (“Music of ZZ Top”). Since Rocky 
wears these pearls when he is bringing Rocky to life, it makes sense that he would don the pearls 
perhaps in the anticipation of sexual acts to come. The necklace could also be an allusion to the 
aesthetic of the 1950’s, where housewives typically wore huge pearl necklaces and rubber gloves 
for washing dishes (Sivulka, 261).  In this way, the typical and innocent attire of conservative 
housewives is transferred on one of the most abnormal characters of all time, again reversing the 
usual and expected placement of common objects.

Red is the most common color in the film. From Brad’s plaid red tuxedo, to the outfits 
for the floor show, to Frank’s “Sweet Transvestite” get up, to the unforgettable lips from 
“Science Fiction Double Feature”, to both Columbia and Magenta’s beautiful locks, red 
saturates much of the screen during the film. Red has several different metaphorical meanings, 
including power and sex (5). One significant attribute of red is that, “It gives the illusion that is 
is advancing towards us because we see it first” (3).  It is also said that, “Red is like visual 
caffeine,” and, “. ..can stimulate latent passions” (3). Red is the color of blood, the color of 
internal organs, and the color of flesh, the color of sexual intensity. This close connection 
between innate passions and naturality is laced throughout the entire piece in the form of red. 
The sexual desires that Brad and Janet seem to have repressed their entire lives are literally on 
their sleeves for the floor show. The intense sexual aura that Frank releases is projected onto his 
red lingerie. Brad’s hidden passions peak through in his red plaid suit at the Hapschatt wedding. 
Magenta and Columbia’shair could signify their ultimate connection and slavery to love and sex: 
Magenta to her brother and Columbia to Eddie. Red is used frequently because, perhaps, it is 
only color which can display passion, fear, intensity, sex, and forbidden passions all at once.

As for the frequent lingerie, which is usually red, used throughout the piece, there is an 
explanation for this occurrence that is not just that they wanted the film to seem sexy. In fact, 
Sue Blane, the costume designer for the film, was given a meager budget of only $400 to find 
the clothing for the film (Thompson, 57). She went out into London’s streets and searched 
meticulously for the right pieces, which she found in thrift shops and, “Out-of-the-way stores 
that overflowed with the deterius of the city’s past” (57). By searching in run-down shops, Blane 
was able to gather vintage pieces that fit into the film’s theme and aesthetic presence.
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“. . the cause but not the symptom” (Sharman, 26)

One undebatable fact about The Rocky Horror Picture Show is its “campiness.” 
Campiness is simply, “The love of the unnatural: of artifice of exaggeration’ (Sontag, 1). In 
essence, campiness is a mode of aestheticism that is apolitical and exaggerated (2-3). It is also 
important to note that something that is campy cannot be found in nature; in order to be classified 
as campy, the object must be artificial and extreme (2). The campiness of The Rocky Horror 
Picture Show accentuates the visual experience, while still staying true to the storyline.

“The hallmark of camp is its spirit of extravagance” (5). This is illustrated not only in 
huge castle that is the Frankenstein Place, but also in the beautiful decor that is peppered all over 
the house. For example, in the lab, there is a huge white greek with red lips and nails. The statue 
is old, outdated, and obsolete, but it is utilized in a manner which accentuates its extravagance 
and beauty. The statue is ridiculously large and pristine to a humorous degree, but the awareness 
of how ridiculous it is to have a towering statue is what makes the statue campy. The scene takes 
the beautiful carved statue and places it next to a cross dressing man in huge pumps and fishnets. 
The campiness turns the seriousness of the statue and creates a comical and exaggerated, but still 
beautiful, interpretation of the classical sensibility.

Of course the most obvious examples of camp is Dr. Frank N. Furter himself. Indeed, 
“Camp is the glorification of character” (7). The personality and pizazz of Dr. Frank N. Furter is 
what makes him one of the most lovable villainous murderess of all time. His character, part of 
which is campy, is glorified and idolized throughout the entire film.  His feather boas and 
clothing and aesthetic style would fit the typical woman of the 1920s but yet, the association of 
red lipstick and tights is still made to Dr. Frank N. Furter (2). Frank oozes sexuality in a classic 
manner, linking again his style with the campy, which does typically have associations with out-
of-date and out-of-style pieces and qualities. Frank is not only his campiness; he is not only his 
clothes or his hair; his true campiness is found in his personality and reversed grace and 
sensibilities that his elders would have treasured in their time.

“What ever happened to Fay Wray?” (Sharman, 89).

When thumbing through the script or watching the film version, it is impossible to come 
upon some references that one may or may be familiar with. The references in the film contribute 
to not only the campiness but also to the depth and interest of the film. The allusions that are 
peppered throughout the film give the watcher or reader a new point of exploration, but they do 
not leave those who are unfamiliar confused or lost during the course of the film.
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One of the most important references occurs in the climax of the film, during the floor 
show. Frank cries out, “What ever happened to Fay Wray? That delicate satin-draped frame. As 
it clung to her thigh, how I started to cry ‘cause I wanted to be dressed just the 
same” (Sharman,89). Then, when Frank is shot by Riff Raff’s laser gun, and he falls into the 
pool, Rocky grabs up Frank and he climbs to the top of the RKO tower. As Rocky climbs, he is 
hit with several blasts from the laser gun which seems to have no effect. Then, Rocky dies when 
the tower falls. Fay Wray was the actress who played the damsel in 1933’s King Kong, in which 
the gorilla heaves her to the top of a huge building where it seems unmarred by attacks at first 
and eventually dies (“Fay Wray”). This reference is notable because in death, Frank did get to 
become an impromptu damsel like Fay Wray, held by the beast which he cherished the most.

Another notable allusion is made by Frank during the song “I Can Make You a Man.” 
He says, “In just seven days, I can make you man” (Sharman, 42). He then belts notes about, 
“Dynamic Tension,”  and, “Taking Charles Atlas by the hand” (Sharman, 41-43). Charles Atlas 
was a fitness guru of the twenties, marketing his Dynamic Tension method, which required no 
weights in order to obtain Herculean muscles (“About Charles Atlas”). Charles Atlas is notable 
for his transformation from a skinny and frail man to a huge-muscled god-like figure; this could 
also be parlayed into a metaphor about Rocky, who Frank created with large muscles and golden 
skin. One of Charles Atlas’s most popular ads was one which read, “Let me prove in seven days 
that I can make you a new man” (Black). Frank sung about literally creating a new human man 
in seven days, as opposed to Charles Atlas’s slightly different claim of creating a new man in 
seven days. These continual references of Charles Atlas reinforce Rocky’s god-like qualities and 
Frank’s constant adoration of them.

When Rocky is born, he sings of how, “The Sword of Damocles is hanging over my 
head, and I’ve got the feeling that someone’s going to be cutting the thread. And can’t you see 
I’m at the start of a pretty big downer?” (Sharman, 38). The Sword of Damocles is a reference to 
ancient Greek myth in which King Dionysus invites Damocles to a party, and since Damocles 
was seated under a sword, he was unable to really enjoy the festivities (“Sword of Damocles”). 
Rocky is not in immediate danger; the thread of his sword is not cut yet, much like Damocles, 
but he feels eerily about the events to come. This could a form of foreshadowing as the castle is 
eventually destroyed and Rocky and Frank eventually die.

One not so obvious reference is that of Riff Raff’s aesthetic. Jim Sharman admits that he 
wanted Riff Raff to be very similar to the vampire from the classic flick Nosferatu 
(Thompson,162). With his hunchback and thin frame along with the wispy hair he dons, Riff 
Raff was styled to seem like the most quintessential movie monster of all time. His sister, 
Magenta, was also styled after a classic movie character with her “beehive style hair”: The Bride 
of Frankenstein (162).  One running reference that also pertains to classic horror films: 
Frankenstein. Of course,once realized the connections to this film are obvious such as the 
monster brought to life by a man scientist and the adoration Dr. Frankenstein has for the 
misunderstood creature.
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“I would like, heh, if I may to take you on a strange journey” (Sharman, 10).

The Rocky Horror Picture Show is framed by a common device used for old-school 
horror films: a narrator. The narrator introduces the audience to Brad and Janet, giving little 
details that cue into the rest of the story. For example, the narrator sets the stage for Brad and 
Janet’s mundane nature by saying that they are, “ Two young ordinary healthy kids” (10). The 
narrator also gives the audience a quick demo on how to do to the Time Warp Dance correctly, 
and he utters the last bit of dialogue of the film saying, “And crawling on the planet’s face. 
Some insects called the human race. Lost in time and in space and meaning” (102).

The narrator  is an older white male, seemingly one of the most trustworthy of people, 
especially to a more conservative audience of 1975, an audience more like Brad and Janet’s 
starting point in the film: close-minded and unwilling to change. One aspect of the narrator 
which may be overlooked is his likeness to long-time host of the popular mystery science 
fiction show The Twilight Zone. Rod Serling was the original narrator of the long running 
television series, and his similarities to the narrator in The Rocky Horror Picture Show are 
impossible to ignore (“Rod Serling”). For example, both narrators were chosen to be typical, 
middle-aged, seemingly unthreatening white males. The audience who is viewing this film may 
have very well come into contact with The Twilight Zone at least once in their lives, making the 
film’s premise and actions seem more familiar.

The lip sequence at the beginning and end of the film should not be ignored however. 
Although it is not directly connected to the narrator, it does frame the film but a different 
manner. Whereas the narrator is connected deeply in story, giving commentary throughout the 
film, the “Science Fiction Double Feature” song only occurs at the very beginning and the very 
end of the film. In this way, it functions as a theme song instead of framing device, but the song 
still contains valuable information for the context of the story.

In “Science Fiction Double Feature”, there are several seemingly random references. 
Some of these include Michael Rennie, Flash Gordon, Claude Rains as the Invisible Man, Anna 
Francis in Forbidden Planet and many others (Sharman, 1). Michael Rennie was an actor in the 
1951 film The Day the Earth Stood Still, a horror alien movie with campiness would seem 
comical today (Thompson, 85). Flash Gordon was a series of comics which are still considered 
campy to this day (85). In fact, Magenta and Riff Raff’s space suits were based off of Flash 
Gordon’s outfit (162). Claude Rains was an actor in Invisible Man,  which eventually spawned 
the hilariously bad Reefer Madness, two B-films which influenced The Rocky Horror Picture 
Show greatly (86). As one might expect, Anne Francis is an actress from the film Forbidden 
Planet, which is film from 1956 which is a campy illustration of mankind’s contact with aliens 
(87). These B-movie stars and attributes are muddled around the one line that reads, “See 
androids fighting Brad and Janet.” This sequence could be an attempt to frame the story in a 
certain way, to cue the audience to the fact the this film should be categorized with all the 
others mentioned, and that the scenes depicted are not to be taken to extreme literality.
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“I’m going home” (Sharman, 96).

Regardless of all the information and analysis presented that would be better suited for 
a performance analysis of this film. As referenced earlier, questions about Stanislavski's idea 
of an actor's intent and the free will or the lack thereof that Brad and Janet have during their 
time at the Frankenstein Place would be a place for a deeper exploration of the text. Some 
locations to begin further ascertainment could revolve around the director’s interpretations of 
Frank’s dominance and the possibility of incest between Magenta and Riff Raff. Without a 
doubt, there is still much more to disclose concerning this text and film.

Despite the sultry reputation that The Rocky Horror Picture Show will retain until the 
end of time, denying the complexity and symbols of the story and the film is foolish. The piece 
is and will remain a cult classic, not just because of the sex and flashy musical scenes but 
because of its consistent and remarkable contextual and visual connections and vivid 
renderings of human emotion, while still including ancient literary forms and beautiful on-
screen scenes. Without a doubt, The Rocky Horror Picture Show still has so many different 
facets to be explored within its script and movie because it is one of the most poignant and 
entertaining masterpieces of all time.
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Abstract 

The current election of the Trump Administration to the White House had an impact all across 
America, especially in Montevallo, an area dubbed a “safe space” for many liberals, women, and 
members of the LGBTQ+ community in Alabama. In response to this administration’s election, there 
have been many instances of protest and public outcry, such as the Women’s March in both Birmingham 
and Washington D.C. In order to gain an understanding of these instances of public outcry, this study will 
examine the rhetoric of women in Montevallo who have expressed, in some form, their beliefs against the 
Trump administration. Paired with research on the topic of protest in America, this analysis of rhetoric 
from the women of Montevallo will help to highlight the negative emotions that are tied to the election of 
President Trump and how protest can affect the political rhetorical situation. 

Introduction: “Make America Great Again”

On November 8, 2016, it was announced that Donald Trump had won the election for the 
45th President of the United States, beating Hillary Clinton in the electoral vote. People took to 
Twitter, Facebook, and various social media platforms to either congratulate President Trump or 
speak their fears about the negative impact this administration could have on the United States. 
However, the regret and dismay following the Trump victory could definitely be felt across the 
United States, especially on college campuses. In the article “‘Safe spaces’ balloon on college 
campuses following Donald Trump win,” Bradford Richardson details the fact that students of all 
races and ethnicities are calling for ‘safe spaces’ on campus after the “shocking general election 
victory” of President Trump (Richardson “‘Safe spaces’ balloon on college campuses following 
Donald Trump win”). A “safe space” is a place of comfort where students, if on a college 
campus, can go to feel like they are not being discriminate, and they can simply feel free to be 
themselves.

After the election was over, the impact and weight of the new president-elect was 
felt,especially in Montevallo. When asked if the reactions to this President elect were any 
differentthan other President elect reactions, Keisha McClantoc stated that, “ I just think the 
outlets forthis reactions are very different than they were years ago, because we have much more 
powerfultools of rhetoric at hand now,” showing that the use of social media had a much larger 
impact onthe rhetorical situation in this election than in others (McClantoc).
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However, this study will delve deeper into the rhetorical situation of both the Trump 
Administration, as well as Trump himself,and the women in Montevallo who are trying to take a 
stand against the constraints of the male dominated election/ administration. It will attempt to 
analyze the use of group think and hate speech that many believe the administration based its 
campaign off of. Furthermore, I will specifically analyze the rhetoric of protest, in both written 
and spoken form, from the women in Montevallo.

The History and Impact of Female Protests: “Grab [them] by the pussy”

After the election votes were polled and Clinton gave her concession speech, there were 
many individuals, around the nation, who were in awe at what the idea of “President 
Trump”would look like. For many, this awe came from the many allegations of sexual assault, as 
well as the negative remarks towards women, that tainted the now-president’s name and image. 
Women were shocked that men with daughters, as well as other women, would vote for an 
individual who so blatantly disrespects women and women’s conditions. For example, whenever 
the video/audio was released where Trump was talking about grabbing a woman “by the 
pussy”without her consent, it was simply thought of as “locker room talk.” For Emma 
Atwood,however, this idea of touching women without consent, and this conversation being 
dismissed as a “boys will be boys scenario,” promotes the idea of rape culture that is already 
prevalent in modern American society (Atwood). Therefore, after the election results were in, 
women immediately started to plan protests, the most notable one being the Women’s March on 
Washington.

The history of women protesting is a broad topic; however, this topic not only spans the 
broad history of the United States, but it is also one that is not talked about enough for the simple 
fact that women are not seen as a socially acceptable forum for change and reform. In her 
article,“Women and Antiwar Protests- Rearticulating Gender and Citizenship,” Kathryn Abrams 
states that, “Women in Black constitute themselves as a gathering of women, yet persistently 
refuse the conventional associations that gender invokes. They decouple themselves stringently 
from familial associations, declining also the validating aura that religious practice confers upon 
women in Israeli society,” (Abrams). With this quote, Abrams not only highlights the insecurity 
associated with female protesting, but she also touches on the fact that female protestors have to 
disengage the female image of sexuality, “gentleness,” and motherhood and replace it with the 
strict idea that they are trying to represent or fight for. By decoupling themselves from the image 
of femininity and the idea of motherhood, these women are only able to partially participate in 
the protest. However, for male protestors there, in most contexts, is no need for this decoupling 
process to occur, and this need for women to separate themselves from the image that has been 
created for them, only further serves to insight an idea that female power is dampened by the 
male essence of power and dominance. Furthermore, Abrams hints at the idea that, even when 
protesting, females have a limited control over their image and presence by concentrating on the 
idea that male perception influences the way the protest happens.
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The idea of protest, in any form, often incites the image of a man, especially since most 
well-known protest or reformation movements have been led by males, something that Abrams 
highlights when she states, “Consider the fairly uniform maleness of these icons, at least as they 
are understood in American culture, including Thoreau, Gandhi, and Martin Luther King. Of 
course there have been women who have practiced civil disobedience and exhibited qualities of 
gravitas, whether the same or different from these examples..” (Abrams “Women and Antiwar 
Protests- Rearticulating Gender and Citizenship”). However, Abrams also points out that, in 
women-led protests, the air of masculinity does not dissipate. In fact, Abrams claims that women 
who protest are seen as actively masculine. She states, “The instances of resistance, neglect, and 
devaluation women-led antiwar groups have confronted might give reason for doubt. They may 
confirm that many of the central images of citizenship, civic participation, and dissent remain 
indicatively masculine...,” and this highlights the claim that male masculinity is associated with 
the idea of female protests (Abrams “Women and Antiwar Protests- Rearticulating Gender and 
Citizenship”). However, if the idea of female protesters is masked by the masculine identity then 
the cause for protest itself has become the object of male dominance, as well as male 
interference, and it creates the need for acceptance by the masculine figure. Therefore, the idea 
of female protests is not something that can be easy to wrap the head around, and it is something 
that, seemingly, can be ineffective if not approached with the disengagement of the female 
identity and the female persona.

Female protests in America, however, are tainted with the concept of “bra-burning” that 
began in the 1960s. In her article, “Feminism, Miss America, and Media Mythology,” Bonnie 
J.Dow states:

As the first major public protest staged by radical feminists of the second wave, the events in
Atlantic City in 1968 provide an origins story for historical and biographical accounts of

contemporary feminism. The protest was mounted by the New York Radical Women (NYRW),
an early radical feminist group that was formed in 1968 by several women who wished to extend

the critique of other radical movements (civil rights,antiwar, and the New Left) to include an 
analysis of women’s oppression. Robin Morgan,a member of NYRW and one of the key 

organizers of the protest, calls it ‘the first major action of the current wave of feminism in the 
United States’” (Dow).

However, this idea of bra-burning in female American protests has now tainted the idea 
of both feminism and the strong female character. For example, most female protests in America 
today,such as the Women’s March, are tainted with the idea of overzealous feminists, in the 
context of the negative connotation, who seem to be out-of-touch with the fact that they do, in 
fact, have rights. This ideology, however, refuses to confront the fact of inequality that is still a 
major problem in society as well as the work force, and the onlookers simply say that the 
reaction from women to incite the protest is both misguided and misunderstood. Not only does 
this equate men to a higher level of intelligence, it also highlights women as compulsive, 
sensitive figures, and this perception of American women only serves to derail the importance of 
the protest. Dow backtracks this ideology by explicitly stating what the bra-burning protest was 
meant to symbolize and what, in society, evoked the reaction from female protesters.
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The idea of female protesters in the media is based on the idea of women as an object of 
sexuality in need of male control. Dow highlights the idea that women are nothing more than an 
object reduced to the idealization of their bodies, especially their breasts by saying:

Regardless, bra-burning became what historian Ruth Rosen has called “the most tenacious media 
myth about the women’s movement,” and she maintains that, “in a breast-obsessed society, ‘bra-

burning’ became a symbolic way of sexualizing—and thereby trivializing—women’s struggle 
for emancipation.”6 Certainly, trivialization is a crucial implication of the “sexy trope” of bra-

burning;7 when Senator Jennings Randolph characterized feminists as“braless bubbleheads” two 
years after the protest in his widely reported response to the Women’s Strike for Equality in 

1970, he surely meant to trivialize them.(Dow).

The image of bra-burning is something that is now highly connected with the image of 
female protesters as well as feminists in general. However, this contradiction between the 
rigidity of the bra, especially as an element of constriction, and the looseness of the female body 
after the act of bra-burning shows the obsession with the constraint and control of the female 
form. In the most recent election, the “pussy hat” was used to symbolize the control the women 
had over their bodies after the video of Trump saying “grab [them] by the pussy” was released. 
These forms of constriction over the female body are both used to symbolize the idea of female 
protesters and the control of the male gaze over female freedom. For instance, the “bra-burning” 
creates the image of a loose woman who seemingly has no control over her breasts (an aspect of 
life for children); however, this image was created by a man to delegitimize women protesters, 
and this still makes a man in control of the image of female protesters. In contrast, the pussy hat 
was used to take back control of the female form in terms of protesting, and it constricts the head 
of the female. This outward acceptance of constriction, however, actually allows the woman to 
be more powerful than the man by embracing male rhetoric in a joking manner.

Women and Rhetoric

In Michelle Moravec’s article, “Another Mother for Peace: Reconsidering Maternalist 
Peace Rhetoric from a Historical Perspective, 1967-2007,” Moravec focuses on the rhetoric of 
women pacifist groups and how women were, or did, affect foreign policy and politics during 
this time period. Moravec writes, “Ultimately, while motherhood provides an emotionally 
resonate call for motivating peace activists, it undercuts the political efficacy of women working 
to end war,” showing her focus on women rhetoric in politics as it relates to efforts to end 
war(Moravec 2). This idea of a woman as a cold rhetorician can be seen in this election as 
Hillary Clinton was deemed a cold speaker in her speeches and debates. When asked about the 
impact of Hillary’s speeches during the election campaign, Sutherland stated “the more she 
seemed rehearsed, the more she suffered for it” (Interview). This highlights the fact that women, 
as rhetoricians or protesters, have to embrace the kindness and humility that the female body is 
seen to represent in order to not be deemed as cold. Furthermore, She also focuses on the idea 
that motherhood is seen to dampen the effectiveness of women in political movements.
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In her article, “‘If I Can’t Bake, I Don’t Want To Be Part of Your Revolution”: 
CODEPINK’s Activist Literacies of Peace and Pie,” Abby Dubisar explores the idea of 
CODEPINK’s unique form of protest through the rhetorical use of a cookbook. The quote, “The 
book itself is pink and the cover features photographs of women baking together and feeding one 
another, thus presenting the appearance of a cohesive yet diverse community of women. The 
individuals pictured include both children and adults, also representing an array of racial and 
ethnic identities,” elaborates for the reader on the idea behind CODEPINK’s cookbook. Not only 
does this cookbook actually hold recipes in it, but it also serves as a form of female protest 
against budget priorities in the United States. By disguising their protest as a simple cookbook, 
CODEPINK is embracing the idea that women, as protesters, have a certain image that they must 
display; however, CODEPINK subverts this idea by actually embracing the female image and 
identity and using it to garner attention for their political cause. This allows CODEPINK to not 
only present their cause, but it also allows them to include the backstory of the cause that they 
are fighting against.

In both Moravec and Dubisar’s case, the idea of women associated with rhetoric is 
strictly focused on the conceptualization of the female identity within such rhetoric. For 
example, Moravec states, “Furthermore, these maternalist groups should eschew the usage of the 
mother voice as a public rationale for opposing war, as that personalization of a political issue 
will ultimately work to their detriment,” highlighting the fact that if women embraced the 
motherly aspect of their bodies, at least in this case, then their rhetorical protest would have a 
much different outcome (“Another Mother for Peace”). By limiting female rhetoric to the 
identity of the body, however, female rhetoricians have no room to be as fluid a speaker as a 
male rhetorician- such as Donald Trump.

Donald Trump: The “brushstroke” speaker

When asked if she saw in differences in Trump’s rhetoric as opposed to previous 
administration’s rhetoric, Emma Atwood responded that Trump’s rhetoric was concentrated on 
the idea of brushstrokes (Interview). The idea of “brushstrokes” in terms of speaking means that 
the speaker paints whole groups, whether it be religions, ethnicities, or races, in a certain light; it 
discusses a group rather than the individuals. The act of brushstroke speaking not only leads to 
the isolation of a group of people, but it also disadvantages the identity of the individual. 
However, Trump also uses rhetoric to appeal to the emotional, angry side of his audiences, and 
this makes him more relatable as a person to voters.

David Denby’s article, “The Plot against America: Donald Trump’s Rhetoric,” explores 
the captivation that Trump’s rhetoric has on his audiences. For instance, Denby states, “His 
speeches have no beginning or end, no shape, no culmination and release, and none is necessary. 
For the audience, his fervent incoherence makes him that much more present, for it is Trump 
alone who matters, the vividness of him standing there, in that moment, embodying what the 
audience fears and desires,” and this elaborates on the idea that Trump is a rhetorician that is 
very much “of the moment” (Denby). Where Hillary seemed to suffer more when she sounded 
rehearsed, Trump was able to gain more followers by being loud, emotional, and using those 
emotions to segway into other topics that were essentially unrelated.
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By practicing this emotional form of rhetoric, as well as gaining support for it, Trump is 
single-handedly exposing the misogynistic ideals associated with women rhetoricians. Women 
rhetoricians and protesters have to be calm and collected, and they have to be able to separate 
themselves from the idea of female individuality. However, by separating themselves from their 
known image, women begin to appear masculine to society, and this masculinity is then 
associated with the idea of someone who is both cold and unapproachable. Trump’s 
success,however, in the field of emotional rhetoric shows the double standard that is held in the 
field for women by allowing a male to become feminine, in essence.

Methods:

In order to understand the impact and struggle of the female protester, as well as the 
image behind their rhetoric, I had to break down the idea of female protesters into three different 
sub-genres: the history of female protesters, the rhetoric of female protesters, and the rhetoric of 
the southern female protester (since the study takes place in Montevallo, Alabama). By creating 
this separation between these three groups I was able to layer them accordingly to create a clear 
picture of the southern female protester that allows for an in-depth analysis of rhetoric and 
meaning.

My first step in this process was to study the history of female protesters, and I did not 
strictly limit this to the United States. I looked at various articles that highlighted the idea of the 
image of female protesters, and the image of a female protester correlates with how the message 
of the protester is perceived. In my research on the image of the female protester, I found that 
females have to fight the misconception about their role as a “matronly” figure. This means 
that,as protesters, women are meant to be seen as a sort of male figure; this representation of the 
male figure in terms of protest means that female must be able to exude a dominating force and 
they must be able to separate themselves from the images of motherhood and sexuality.

The idea that women should separate themselves from these male-enforced stereotypical 
images of femininity shows the domineering nature of the male figure over the expression of 
female beliefs and ideologies. Therefore, this idea led me to research the myth behind the bra-
burning protest of 1968. This infamous protest led female protesters to be seen as a“feminazi,” 
which is a loose man-hating woman who only fights for female rights so that she can do what 
she wants with her body. However, the act of bra-burning is a complete myth, made up by a 
male politician, as a way of delegitimizing the ideas behind female protests and focusing those 
ideas on the female body itself. I also found that similar things can be seen in the 2016 election 
with the pussy hat; however, where the idea of bra-burning was meant to focus the idea on the 
female body, the pussy hat, created in protest of Trump, is actually meant as a way to take back 
control over the female body and its image.
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After my research on the forms of bodily constriction, bra-burning and the pussy hat, I 
interviewed four individuals and asked them a series of questions that dealt with both the idea of 
protest and their understanding of the election and political rhetoric, and after the interviews I 
asked the participants to send me examples of their forms of political protest in whatever 
forms(i.e. Facebook posts, Twitter posts, emails, and various media outlets) they had. By 
gathering written and spoken forms of protest from these individuals, I was able to co-analyze 
these forms of protest as well as gauge the various reactions to the protest itself. Furthermore, I 
was able to get a backstory from the individuals that helped enlighten me on the actions behind 
their protests. The backstory is an important part of the protest itself because, as seen in the 
research, female protesters are oftentimes limited to the ideas of their body instead of the ideas 
behind their protests; not only does the backstory help to legitimize the idea of female protesters 
to the public,but it also helps to highlight the various motivations behind female protesters.

Christine Sutherland: Teacher

Christine Sutherland is a teacher at the University of Montevallo who immigrated from 
Canada, a fact that gives her a unique approach to the understanding of United States politics 
and the struggles of the female protester. Sutherland stated in her interview that she has often 
followed the rhetoric of the elections, but she noticed that this election’s use of rhetoric was 
completely different than previous election’s rhetoric. When asked to further elaborate on this 
fact, Sutherland stated that this election was extremely interesting because Trump was 
constantly caught in lies. She stated that Trump would mouth off “facts” that would constantly 
be disproved time and again, but people still seemed to still follow him. When asked to think of 
a particular instance where these lies caught up with him, or where his rhetoric was extremely 
shocking, she mentioned the instance whenever Trump brought up the Bill Clinton women.

In the interview, Sutherland stated that her forms of protest consisted of letters to local 
congressmen as well as political posts on Facebook, and when she was asked how she felt her 
forms of protest contributed to the overall fight against the current administration’s plans, she 
stated that she hopes it makes people more aware of what is going on politically.

Emma Atwood: Teacher

Emma Atwood is a teacher at the University of Montevallo in Alabama, and she is also 
not a native to the southern United States. When asked what her greatest concern was about this 
current administration, Atwood responded that she was concerned with the idea of the female 
identity (i.e. the defunding of Planned Parenthood) as well as the healthcare changes that were 
soon to occur. She stated that, not only would the healthcare policy plans go up in price, but it 
would become increasingly more difficult for people with pre-existing conditions to get 
healthcare plans, whereas under Obamacare, healthcare was guaranteed.
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When asked why she thought many people in the south, specifically Alabama, voted for 
Trump, Atwood replied that it was something that she was genuinely confused about. When 
asked to elaborate, she stated that many people in the south, such as coal miners, wouldn’t 
actually benefit from having Trump as president. For instance, since he plans to get rid of 
Obamacare, many of the people in the south will be left without insurance. However, she stated 
that Trump’s rhetoric seems to focus on the group perspective that is so large in the south. He 
uses a lot of “we’s” instead of “I’s” in his speeches to promote the idea of inclusivity that people 
in the south seem to be fond of.

As an educator, Atwood expressed a huge concern for the field of education after Betsy 
Devos was appointed to the chair of Education Secretary. She stated that the woman not only 
does not come from a background of teaching, but she also has unrealistic plans for the 
education budget of the United States. Atwood stated that the point of being an educator was to 
make a positive impact on children’s lives, something she aims to do daily, and this can be seen 
in her donations to classroom projects. However, she fears that, with Betsy Devos as Education 
Secretary, there could be a decline in such voices in the education system.

Keshia McClantoc: Student

Keshia McClantoc is a current graduate of the University of Montevallo in Alabama. 
When asked why she thought many of the people in the south, specifically Alabama, voted for 
Trump she stated that the cause lies in the fact that most of Alabama is uneducated white people, 
and this particular demographic was catered to by Trump through his use of fear (a similar tactic 
that Atwood pointed out). By analyzing Trump’s rhetoric, McClantoc was able to gather more 
information on political topics, and this gave her knowledge on how to present her forms of 
political protest (which were various forms of social media posts and one-on-one discussions).

In her analysis of Trump’s rhetoric, McClantoc found that Trump’s rhetoric actually 
strips women of their rights. In response to a question asking how women might find this 
appealing, McClantoc stated that Trump’s “anti-women” rhetoric promotes the ideals of a 
traditional woman. She also stated that this form of rhetoric is not all-inclusive, and it only caters 
to women who uphold the traditional values of women. McClantoc focuses on the forms of 
rhetoric that are now available to the public, especially for the political parties that were running 
against each other and the election, and she relates this to the widespread reactions from 
individuals during the election. She stated that Twitter, especially Trump’s Twitter account, was 
a major player in the rhetorical situation of the 2016 election because, without it, voters would 
not know the inaccurate information that he constantly spews.

In her responses, as well as on her social media pages, McClantoc focuses on the hate 
and discrimination that this administration seems to be allowing to happen. She stated that she 
fears this administration has already affected how women are treated because the President so 
blatantly disrespects the female body. However, she believes that she can help, in some form, by 
protesting whenever she gets the chance. She stated that her protest can help slow the situation 
down, and by constant protest, the administration cannot do anything that they want.
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Ryann Taylor: Student

Ryann Taylor is a current student at the University of Montevallo in Alabama, and her 
forms of political protest against the current administration include Instagram posts, an article 
written for the Odyssey, and an ongoing satirical play. When asked about these forms of 
protest,Taylor stated that she usually tries to keep her political opinions to herself because her 
dad, who pays her bills, asks her to until she moves out. This statement highlights the idea of the 
male figure as an oppressor of the female activist voice, and this oppression lead to Taylor to 
find less-known outlets to voice her political opinions.

When asked what her biggest concerns about this administration were, Taylor replied that 
she was extremely concerned about women’s healthcare, especially since she suffers from 
Endometriosis, and the current healthcare plan would qualify that as a pre-existing condition, 
making her insurance go up. Taylor expressed outrage over the discrimination the female body 
has received during this administration, especially in the form of her article to The Odyssey, 
which focused on the rape accusations that Trump faced during the election. Furthermore, 
although Taylor stated that she has not watched any political videos from female Trump 
supporters, such as that of Tomi Lahren, she expressed her disbelief that a woman could vote for 
someone who shows such blatant disrespect for the female body and identity.

Discussion: Conclusion and Further Research

In my research I have found that women protesters are often misrepresented and 
misunderstood in the public. Not only are female protesters seen as masculine, since they are 
unable to represent themselves in a feminine light, but they also are neglected from incorporating 
their personal stories into their protests. By dividing the protester from the backstory of the 
protest itself, the message behind the protest becomes lost and unapproachable. Furthermore, as 
rhetoricians, women are often underrepresented in the field.

By conducting this study, I have found that, of my four participants, the idea of political 
protest varies drastically. All four of my participants, at some point, wrote letters to their local 
congressmen and posted on some form of social media site; however, there were also two that, 
for the most part, kept the public protest to a minimum because of outside forces. However, my 
study shows that, against their oral participation in the study, their written forms of protest hold 
the same messages that their interviews do.

Further studies on this issue of the women as a rhetorical protester in response to the 
Trump administration could include more diverse voices in Montevallo. For instance, I could 
include the perspective of the black female identity as it relates to the participation in political 
protests. This research could also be furthered by examining more forms of political outcry that 
are directly related to this administration, such as people opposed to Spicer or LGBTQ+ 
activists. Furthermore, I could directly look at the voice of the “other” in society and see how 
political protests affect this group.
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This study acted as a form of political protest itself, as it helped women speak out against 
an administration that is so often against women as a whole, and it gave these women a safe 
space to speak and process the results of the 2016 election. Not only did this study help to shed 
light on the misrepresentation of political protests by women, but it also gave the public a chance 
to interact with the message behind activism. As presented in the study, women have very 
different motives to protest, and that is not always represented by the media. For instance, from 
the four participants in this study, not only were women’s rights an issue that these women were 
protesting for, but there was also the issue of the immigration bill, the objectification of the 
female form, and the healthcare bill. Women are unique and diverse, but their message often gets 
lost among the image of their bodies.
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Abstract 

As more low-income and minority students join the United States Armed Forces as a 
means of achieving job stability and supplementing income as they pursue a post-secondary 
education, an understanding of factors which influence persistence towards degree completion 
has become increasingly important. Previous research has shown military students face the 
burden of balancing familial obligations with school, work, and deployments while navigating 
course standards and expectations (Mikelson & Saunders, 2013). The present study furthers that 
research by focusing on factors that may impact a military student’s persistence towards 
graduation. Military students who value their service to the country reported better performance 
on their Annual Physical Fitness Tests and less anxiety about their upcoming military duties than 
their peers. These students also felt they experienced little to no difficulty balancing their college 
and military life and plan to reenlist into the military once their contract is up for renewal. In 
contrast, military students who were less proud of their service often enlisted in order to receive 
educational benefits. Those students were more involved in their campus and community, had 
higher grade point averages, and reported more difficulties balancing their student and military 
lives than their counterparts. Though neither group reported any intentions to withdraw from 
school, students who felt the military was uncompromising in understanding the rigorous time 
constraints which come along with being enrolled full-time at a university expressed no desire to 
reenlist into the military once their contract comes up for renewal. 

Introduction 

There are numerous studies dealing with the motivation levels of veteran students and how 
universities can assist in helping those students successfully transition from active duty into 
college and graduate in a timely manner. The majority of these works focus on the rehabilitation 
efforts of retired military personnel and programs schools can implement in order to maintain 
high retention rates among the non-traditional student demographic. What remains to be 
analyzed is how current military experience impacts a student’s desire to obtain a college degree.
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The purpose of this mixed methods study was to explore how and to what extent military 
experience affects a student's morale. This research will benefit college students who are already 
at risk of burnout due to high workload, family and financial stress, and community service 
obligations. Students who currently serve in the military are at a higher risk of terminating their 
college education due to the additional work that comes from their contracts with the 
government, which is often a responsibility taken on in order to reduce financial burdens that 
area result of pursuing a post-secondary education (Massie, 2016). The relationship between 
student morale and military involvement, the combination of which adversely affects an 
individual's persistence towards a college degree, provides suggestions to the military for aiding 
their soldiers in maintaining a healthy and balanced lifestyle. The results of this study will 
contribute to research that enables college students to graduate in a timely manner without 
forfeiting the financial benefits that come from being in the military.

The mixed methods procedure was chosen for this study due to the information available 
for interpretation from open ended, qualitative, and closed ended, quantitative, data. In this 
study, the quantitative data came from the survey while the qualitative data was drawn from the 
personal narratives. The combination of strengths between the two were combined to develop a 
stronger understanding of research implications as well as overcome the limitations of each 
method.

Definition of Terms

This list of terms has been developed for the reader to gain an understanding of the terms 
that will be used in this study.

Academic Persistence The decision to continue and/or return to an educational 
programand see it through to completion (Massie, 2016).

Active Duty The period of time when military personnel work in a full-time capacity 
fora branch of the United States military. The Army, Navy, Air Force, Marines and Coast Guard 
areall branches of the United States military (Van Dusen, 2011).

Army Physical Fitness Test (APFT/PT Test) Military physical designed to test 
themuscular strength, endurance, and cardiovascular respiratory fitness of soldiers in the 
Army.Soldiers are scored based on their performance in three events consisting of the push-up, 
sit-up,and a two-mile run, ranging from 0 to 100 points in each event.
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At-risk student   A student who is at a higher risk of dropping-out of their educational 
program due to a variety of factors (Massie, 2016).

Intent to Persist The likelihood that a student will continue to enroll at a college or 
university.

Military student A veteran or active duty service member who is enrolled in a higher 
education institution. As used in this study, the word “military” in the term “military student” 
includes a service member in any capacity in the past or present, including Active Duty, 
National Guard, Reserve, IRR, separated, and retired veterans. The word “student” refers to an 
individual attending a postsecondary educational institution. A “military student” is a person 
with military experience attaining a postsecondary education degree (Ming, 2016; Massie, 
2016).

Montgomery GI-Bill (MGIB) is available to military service members for a period of 
36 months to offset the costs associated with pursuing a postsecondary education. Introduced in 
2009 for service members with over 90 days of active duty after September 11, 2001, 
thePost-9/11 GI-Bill allows additional benefits for military service members and incorporates 
training programs and a basic allowance for housing (Ming, 2016). It is an educational benefit 
program which provides financial support for education and related expenses to individuals who 
have served at least 90 days of aggregated service after September 11, 2011 or were discharged 
with a service-related disability after 30 days (Massie, 2016).

National Guard A component of the United States military that under peacetime 
conditions reports to the governor of the state in which it is located. The National Guard can be 
called into active duty by the president during a national emergency or tactical necessity 
(VanDusen, 2011). Members of the guard are considered part-time military, with monthly drills 
and annual training (Ming, 2016).

Nontraditional students  Anyone who did not go to college within two years after high 
school. Traditional students typically live on campus with minimal work and family life 
responsibilities. By definition, military students are considered nontraditional students because 
they typically live off campus, are older, have work and family life responsibilities, more life 
experiences, attend courses part-time, and may have more transfer college credits than traditional 
mainstream students (Ming, 2016).

Reserve A component of all branches of the Unites States military. These service 
members serve on a part-time basis, but may be called to active duty in the event of a national 
emergency or tactical necessity (Van Dusen, 2011).

Retention  The continued enrollment at an institution of higher education from one year 
to the next (Van Dusen, 2011).
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Student Loan Repayment (SLRP) is an incentive program offered to Army Guard and 
Reservist personnel upon entry into the Reserves, to offset existing student loans. SLRP can be 
advantageous, especially for service members entering the Reserves who have already taken out 
student loans, to offset existing student loan payments (Ming, 2016).

Traditional Student is a student who is usually 19-24 years old and enrolls full-time in 
post-secondary education immediately after high school (Massie, 2016).

Tuition assistance is offered on some military service member enlistment contracts to 
subsidize the cost of tuition and is associated with career incentive programs, provided the 
service member meets performance requirements (Ming, 2016).

Postsecondary education Within the context of this study, a postsecondary academic 
institution is one where students attend in an effort to obtain an initial college degree (namely, a 
bachelor’s or associate’s degree) after completion of high school or an accredited graduation 
equivalent degree (Ming, 2016).

Persistence Maintaining student enrollment through goal completion (Capps, 2011).

Veteran An individual that has served in any branch of the United States military 
inactive duty, reserve, or the National Guard (Van Dusen, 2011).
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Literature Review

In a 2016 study of factors related to academic persistence at the collegiate level, author 
Marc Massie notes military personnel pursue college degrees for a variety of reasons, including, 
but not restricted to gaining promotions, increasing opportunities for achieving economic 
stability, and receiving the GI Bill and other education incentives offered by the government 
(Massie, 2016). The same students often experience difficulties staying enrolled due to low 
academic performance and low socioeconomic status. A 2013 study of enrollment patterns and 
student engagement by Mikelson and Saunders also cites these circumstances as factors which 
initially lead people to their decision of joining the armed forces. Military students face the 
burden of balancing familial obligations with school, work, and deployments while navigating 
course standards and expectations (Mikelson & Saunders, 2013). Stress, as a direct result of 
these life changes, can lead a student to withdraw from school due to a sense of being 
overwhelmed. Soldiers that discontinue their college education rarely return to finish degree 
completion because of the difficulties experienced during re-enrollment processes and additional 
readmission fees (Mikelson & Saunders, 2013). A number of studies offer solutions to these 
issues, including improvements in communication between school and student (Layne, 2016), 
creation of military-centered student transition services and support (Layne, 2016), veteran 
student groups on campus (Layne, 2016), service learning opportunities for military personnel 
(Waddell, 2013), and increased flexibility for students with military obligations (Ming, 2014). 
The bulk of these solutions focus on the rehabilitation efforts of retired military personnel. The 
programs developed as a result of those studies assist in maintaining high university student 
retention rate while encouraging persistence towards school completion among the non-
traditional student demographic. What remains to be studied is how current military experience 
impacts a student’s desire to obtain a college degree. The intention of this study is to explore 
and provide for how and to what extent military experience affects a student's morale.

Methodology

In order to overcome the limitations of a single research design, this study used the 
mixed methods research design. The collection and analysis of quantitative data was followed 
by a collection and analysis of qualitative data. The qualitative results were used to assist in 
explaining and interpreting the findings of the quantitative portion of the study. The 
combination of strengths between the two were combined to develop a stronger understanding 
of research implications as well as overcome the limitations of each method. Participants in this 
study consisted of college students in the United States who have served in the US military. The 
survey gauged the impact military and academic pressures had on the respondent's 
performance,motivation, as well as any limitations it placed on their extracurricular 
involvement. After the survey, two survey participants who consented to an in-depth interview 
assisted in further illustrating the implications military life had on their education. Their 
responses gave depth to the range of answers found within the initial survey. Both narratives 
were recorded and transcribed by the researcher.
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The survey, audio documents, and transcripts for this mixed methods study were 
examined and analyzed for results pertaining to how and to what extent a combination of 
military and college involvement affects a student's’ morale. The interviews were transcribed by 
the primary investigator. This effort on the researcher’s part further ensured confidentiality, put 
the participants at ease, and created a more relaxed environment for interviewing. After 
transcription, the narratives were offered to the interviewees for review. If the interviewee 
accepted the offer to review the transcripts, the transcripts were sent for member checking. The 
interviewees were asked to make changes, additions, clarifications, or amendments if they felt it 
was necessary to properly get their points across prior to coding and publication.

Findings

The motivation levels and community involvement of military students research project 
focused on factors that impact a military students’ persistence towards graduation. The age of 
students who participated in the study ranged from 20 to 47 years of age. None of the 
participants were the first in their family for serving in the armed forces. All of the participants 
indicated it was important to them to obtain a college degree, but admitted to considering 
withdrawing from school due to financial and non-financial reasons. When asked to rate their 
opinions on something, students had a choice from 1 to 5 stars. A higher number indicated a 
strong agreement with the statement given.

Figure 1. Student Rating of Degree Importance



Figure 2. Student Rating of Withdrawal Contemplation Due to Financial Difficulty

Figure 3. Student Rating of Withdrawal Contemplation Due to Non-Financial Reasons
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Students who indicated they did not plan to reenlist into the military cited they felt the 
military did not care about the responsibilities and time constraints that often come along with 
being enrolled in school. James, a 21 year-old sophomore at a small public liberal arts university 
in the south, said he did not plan to reenlist into the military. He shared his reasons during the 
interview explaining,

“Being in the military is extremely stressful, definitely while you are going to school, 
because they promise you that they care for your education. They promise you they're trying to 
work with you, but in reality they want you to put the Army above everything else in your life.”

In Jessie’s narrative, a 23 year-old military student at a historically black university in 
the south, she says being in the military influenced her opinion to drop out of post-secondary 
education negatively because,

 “I feel that they don’t care about me as an individual...  They only care about getting 
their money's worth from me. They don’t care if I’m hurt, or if someone close to me is dying, or 

if I have a test. No matter what they still expect me to be at every drill and every training, no 
excuses.”

These opinions were similarly reflected in the survey by the number of students who 
answered that they did not plan to reenlist into the military, and their explanations of why they 
made that decision.

Figure 5. Student Plans on Reenlistment
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Table 1. Reasons for Decision on Reenlistment
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Preliminary data showed students who enlisted for education benefits were not proud of
their military service, but reported being actively involved in campus extracurricular activities
and community service work. While they had higher GPA’s, they reported difficulties balancing
their student and military lives, as well as significant anxiety over passing their PT tests. They
reported little to no desire to reenlist into the military once their contract comes up for renewal.
Students who were proud of their military service often had lower GPA’s, little to no campus
involvement, and planned on making a career within the military.

Figure 6. Student Military Pride and Campus/Community Involvement



Figure 7. Student GPA, Anxiety Over PT and Plan to reenlist

During the interview Jessie shared the difficulties she experienced trying to 
maintain a balanced schedule and the difficulties that arose from trying to prepare for a 
PT Test. She said the amount of time required for school affected her PT performance 
because she never had time to work out. It caused her significant stress because if she 
failed she would lose her education benefits. In a separate interview, James echoed these 
feelings by elaborating,

“It’s stressful because the Army's always threatening to kick you out for every little 
thing. They might kick you out after one failure, there’s just no telling what will happen 
after that. They just have these really high expectations of me, and it’s just like uh, yeah, 

no. Because I do have other things going on. I'm trying to be successful in my Army career 
as well as my civilian life, and so there's not enough time for everything. So with the PT 

test, when I take them I'm just thinking that as long as I'm here and I'm doing it, hopefully 
somebody will work with me or at least understand that I'm also a college student.”

Most students felt being enrolled in school while serving in the military was 
difficult. When asked if there were additional comments about their life as military 
students, most participants requested compromise on the military’s part or lamented their 
initial decision to join as a consequence of the hardships they faced. Jessie’s agreed with 
the consensus from the survey responding, “Being a military student is really hard. It’s 
hardly been worth it in the end, instead it just added extra stress to my life.” James also 
admitted uncertainty sharing, “I would say that being in the military -well, for me- is um, 
is hard [...] And sometimes I just feel like, am I making the right decision?”. The similarity 
of responses suggests there is an underlying issue of uncertainty and regret felt within the 
community that participated in this study, implying military service may have a negative 
impact of student morale.
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 Conclusions

The results of this study implied participants desire to remain in school until 
degree completion, but do not plan to reenlist into the military due to hardships 
experienced during enrollment. This suggests military experience does not negatively 
impact student morale when it comes to post-secondary education, but it does negatively 
impact their decision to continue to serve within the military. After hearing the 
perspectives of students who feel they were misled about the education benefits available 
once they joined the service, I would suggest the military should be more clear about the 
priorities they would prefer new recruits to possess. Many students are of the opinion that 
they would not have joined the military if they had known the extent of how often the 
Army would require them to sacrifice their education for the country,especially because 
they were under the impression the Army would work with them to ensure they could 
serve their contract and complete their post-secondary education in a timely manner. If 
recruiters would be more forthcoming about the discipline and sacrifice necessary to be a 
successful military student, they would be able to increase retention and reenlistment rates.

Limitations

Although military service can come from many organizations, the focal point of 
this study involved the Army National Guard student reports of their experiences 
pertaining to balancing their military duties with the pursuit of a post-secondary 
education. This study was limited in part due to the format of the survey which was 
collected from an online database. The online survey method narrowed down participants 
to students with access to online resources and created a bias toward students tending to 
answer online surveys. The results of this bias allowed for the data to reflect the opinions 
of students who believe there are faults within the military. These students subsequently 
may be more willing to vocalize their opinions than those who do not experience 
difficulties. The data for this research comes from a small sample size due to low turnout 
on survey response. Data was also affected by incomplete surveys and participation from 
service members who were not the focus of the study.
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Recommendations for Future Research

Looking at the problems military students faced, I believe future research should 
aim to evaluate military student perspectives of students attaining Associate, Bachelor's, 
and Graduate level degrees. To improve this study I would suggest a larger sample size that 
would more accurately reflect the population and opinions of the military community as a 
whole. This can be done with more time, resources, and a larger sample population size. 
Based on the findings of this research, a study detailing factors influencing reenlistment 
decisions of military personnel would be beneficial in aiding the military in increasing 
contract renewal. Analyzing different student experiences from each of the different 
branches of the military may also provide tailored feedback specific to each branch. For 
further research I would also suggest a study of the correlation between military service 
and first generation college students to develop insight into factors that initially lead 
individuals to join the Armed Forces.
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Breaking Down 

Xantha McFarland

Collin Williams, MFA

Abstract 

The black identity has always been misunderstood by society. It is something that is 
constantly debated within the African American community as well as in society at large. 
These discussions usually end at the general question of, “What it means to be Black?”When 
casually considered, the answer to this question may seem self-evident, but in reality the 
answer is complex, functioning on multiple levels. On one level, African Americans must 
consider whether they are being too black, while on another, whether they are black enough. 
Being African American in America there is such a fine line that has to be tread. There is a 
duality that they are raised with to be able to navigate through both communities. My research 
focuses on the black identity through visual art, but it approaches it through three 
generations. First my grandmother in her seventies, then my mother in her forties, and myself in 
my twenties to help explore what is truly enough when it comes to black identity.

Introduction

When I was a kid there was a lot I did not understand. My family always encouraged and 
pushed me towards certain activities but, I could never figure out why. As I have gotten older I 
have realized they were trying to help me learn and accept part of my identity. Being an African 
America is a learning process from birth to the grave. One has to constantly relearn aspects of 
oneself that have been buried because of societal pressures. Societal pressures cause one to feel 
shame if they do not fit the mold of societal norms. This type of shame in most cases becomes 
self-hate.  I have personally dealt with certain degrees of self-hate at times and,I believe every 
minority has at some point throughout their life. I have wished for my hair to be straight to the 
point where I have literally fried all the hair on my head in the process just to achieve that goal. 
My research is mainly my exploration of the African American identity through three generations 
of women in my family then, going back and reflecting on how I feel most of society sees us 
regardless of our titles.

Inspirations

For this body of work there were a lot of artist I looked to who make social commentaries 
on society and about race. Generally, I think this is the direction that I believe my art is starting 
to go towards and so, looking at people who are already creating this type of work is extremely 
helpful and inspiring. The artists that I looked to for this purpose were Nick Cave, Mark 
Bradford, and Jenny Holzer.

Nick Cave is a sculptor, performance artist, and many other things. His work is 
aninvigorating breathe of fresh air especially his ongoing body of work Soundsuits. The 
Soundsuits are meant to conceal race, gender,and class, thus causing the audience to look on 
without judging based on their own personal prejudices.1 They are not only built in a visually 
appealing way but, also performed in such a manner that is just an amazing experience for 
anyone involved. With this same body of work, he also makes a commentary on social injustice. 
The first soundsuit (1992) was inspired by the Rodney King incident, and a recent soundsuit was 
inspired by the Trayvon Martin incident that occurred in 2012. His work is very conceptually 
strong and driven.



Figure 1. Nick Cave, Soundsuit, 2014, mixed media including fabric, buttons, 
antique sifter and wire, 82 ½ x 22 x 21 inches. Jack Shainman Gallery

Mark Bradford is a visual artist that is famously known for his massive collage 
pieces. He uses the work that he creates to make commentary on the environment he grew 
up. A lot of his work also comments on social justice issues as well, such as protests from 
the civil rights era and current protests dealing with immigration issues.2 He uses his 
work as a platform to draw attention to these problems that people try to hide from the 
public eye. He wants more people to speak out and actually do something to help these 
issues as a whole instead of waiting for them to get better. His work is very process 
driven instead of conceptually driven,which is something I very closely relate too. 
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Figure 2. Mark Bradford, Ridin’ Dirty detail, 2006, Mixed media collage on 
paper; 78 panels, 109 x 336 inches



Jenny Holzer is a visual artist that focuses on the use of language to draw varied 
responses from the audience.3 With her short, close to one line statements that can range 
from dealing with the issues of sexism to talking about consumerism. The way she 
performs these pieces varies from just passing out sheets of paper with the statements on 
them, to being printed on products, or being projected on to buildings. Her work is 
conceptually driven and feeds off of the crowds. I really respect the fact of how 
powerful the few words she uses are. The way she presents everything is something I 
one day aspire to do.
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Figure 3. Jenny Holzer, Projections, 2007, San Diego

 Methodology

For my research I created a body of work. I chose this approach because I felt 
like a physical embodiment of the issue I am trying to draw attention to would be better 
than only writing about it. I created sculptures because I wanted to emulate a person 
with each one to give them a type of presence, and also push a physical connection onto 
the audience.  The processes I used to make the pieces include photography, screen-
printing, carpentry, and the overall creative process. 

For the front portraits I used in my project,I wanted them to have the appearance 
of a neutral face; similar to the expressions they would have whenever they were just 
sitting around. I feel the overall expression contributed greatly to the work because, the 
face is what the audience becomes very familiar with and shares a type of temporary 
bond with. This is something I really wanted to translate well into the work. We also 
took pictures of the back of the heads to include in the work as well. They give off a 
sense of ambiguity while also, showing a type of generalization towards minority. For 
the photographs I used a local photographer named Simone McCall (see Figure 1). After 
the initial editing of the portraits they were turned into transparencies to continue onto 
the screen printing process. All images were prepared at 18x18 size to allow easy 
printing on to the plexi-glass.



Figure 4. Portraits taken by Simone McCall 

Screen printing is a very technical process, that is step oriented and detailed. 
After the initial images are turned into transparencies the screens can be prepared. We 
choose some of the bigger screens to use simply because of the sheer size of the images. 
The first step that needs to be done is coating the screens with this solution called 
emulsion, which is a substance that helps create the stencil on the screens. After the 
screens are coated they need to dry completely before the next step. Next is exposing the 
image onto the screen,which is also called burning the screen. The way we exposed the 
screen was by placing the image and screen on a machine that projects UV light on to 
them, which in turn burned the image onto the screen. After this step the screen needs to 
be rinsed out. The part that will be left is what will be used to screen print with, which is 
made up of the opaque parts of the transparency; example seen below with Figure 5.The 
next step is to actually begin to screen print. After the colors have been decided, the ink 
is poured in a line at one end of the screen. Then with a squeegee, the first push of the 
ink is to flood the screen, after this the image can be printed on to any surface. We went 
through this process with a total of thirteen times with thirteen different screens. Each 
portrait consisted of a three-layer color separation ascending from the lightest color as a 
base, to the darkest color as the final layer to emphasize detail. With this same order we 
did two different sets of prints. One set was on paper with all three layers 
together(Figure6) while the second set was on the plexi-glass with each color having its 
own separate piece resulting in a more layered effect (Figure7). We also printed all of 
the text directly on to the wooden panels through the same methods. 
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Figure 5. Burned screen
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Figure 6.Paper three color separation

Figure 7. Prints on plexi-glass



The main idea behind the sculptures was to replicate the human form. I wanted 
the viewers to be able to make eye contact and feel as though they were staring at 
another human being. This also causes an unknown connection to be formed between 
them that was important for my research. Everything wooden that is apart of the pieces 
was built by hand, from the main base of the forms,to the top where the plexi-glass slots 
into place. We started out with four,roughly four feet by eight feet sheets of plywood. 
Three of the sheets were used for the main panels of the sculptures while the last sheet 
was used to create the tops. Each sculpture required four roughly forty inch wooden 
panels for the main body of the pieces, and twenty-one inch square pieces for the tops. 
The panels were cut at an angle on the edges for a more seamless look when joined 
together. For the top pieces we cut slots into them for the plexi-glass to set in. Then we 
went back and cut down some scrap wood to help give the pieces more support. To put 
all of the wooden elements together we used glue first to give it extra hold then went 
back with a nail gun to nail them together. 

The creative process for me through this was more of a game of balance. I am 
addressing issues that I have never done with my work before through methods that were 
also very new to me. I spent so much time trying to figure out if my work could actually 
get the message I want across without me being there to explain it. The artists that I got 
inspiration from that I mentioned earlier makes these types of social commentaries 
frequently with their work. This is something I am very interested in continuing with in 
later work.

Conclusion

This summer has been nothing but, one huge learning experience for me. Before 
doing this research I had never done a complete body of work about the Black identity. I 
always had this fear when I was younger of being labeled an African American artist 
because, I felt like I would be put in a box. For me when I was younger that one label 
weighed more than a palette of bricks on my back. I tried to do art that did not deal with 
anything I saw personally as “black”. This entire project has helped me come to turns 
with a lot of things. 

The black identity is something that has constantly been pushed away throughout 
history. For African Americans to be able to navigate through society they were forced 
to develop a type of duality. Unfortunately, as I learned through this research,society has 
taught us to hate ourselves to the point where that duality becomes a big type of 
oppression. It helps perpetuate the idea that being ourselves is not enough. The identity 
that younger generation has to learn through trial and error is not okay. Overall I learned 
from this experience that the African America identity is something that needs to be 
recognized and accepted for what it is and not be manipulated into something else. 
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Figure 8. Breaking Down, completed work, front

Figure 9. Breaking Down, plexi-glass layering detail

Figure 10. Breaking Down, completed work, back
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Sleep and its Effects on Stress and Academic Success 
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Kelley DeVane-Hart, Ph.D. 

Abstract 

Many studies have found a correlation between sleep quality and performance of other cognitive 
functions, such as memory recall, athletic performance, mental health and academics success. The 
purpose of this study was to examine the correlation between sleep and academic success as well as the 
awareness of that correlation in the student body of the University of Montevallo. Students completed a 
short, online survey about their sleep habits and general demographic information and the results of this 
study are based on one hundred of those responses. The majority of participants reported some form of 
sleep disturbance, the most common disturbance being trouble falling asleep, followed by getting enough 
sleep, going to bed at a “reasonable” hour, waking up in the morning, napping during the day, and 
staying asleep at night. Students who reported high sleep disturbances were more likely to experience 
high stress and less confidence in their academic abilities. However, students who reported higher stress 
levels and lower sleep quality had a higher average GPA than that of the total population and their peers 
who slept for more than six hours at night.    

Introduction

Previous studies have been done into the correlation between sleep and academic success 
within different population sets than this study. Titova’s study focuses on secondary school 
adolescents and their likelihood to fail a class based on sleep quality. Students experiencing sleep 
disturbances and sleeping for a total <7-8 hours were significantly more likely to fail a class than 
their peers, and experienced higher stress levels, these students made up 30% of the total sample 
population. However, Titova acknowledges that there are several variable affecting sleep, school, 
and stress and this study is only meant to encourage individual screening of students with poor 
sleep quality to determine their risk level of struggling in school. Titiova was also unable to 
determine of poor sleep caused high stress, which caused poor grades, or vice versa, or if stress 
was just a side effect and not an influencing factor. Alsaggaf’s study focused on medical students 
in their clinical years, like Titova, 30% of the population experienced sleep disturbances and 
insufficient sleep and found a correlation between poor sleep quality and increased stress levels; 
Alsaggaf’s study supported that poor sleep leads to high stress, not vice versa Alsaggaf 
concluded that hours of quality sleep are the most predictable indicator of GPA, despite variables 
not taken into consideration such as circadian rhythm, time available to sleep, and home life. 
Havakes studies biological factors of sleep quality in mice and found that brief, recurring periods 
of sleep deprivation suppresses the ability of cells in hippocampal area CA1 to create pathways 
for long-term memory consolidation. Impaired long-term memory would be detrimental to a 
student’s ability to prepare for cumulative exams and prepare for future classes requiring 
prerequisite courses.
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Methodology

A survey of nine questions was distributed via campus email, the questions included: 
brief demographic information (academic standing and preexisting health conditions), stress 
levels, perception of their academic work load, confidence in academic ability, (stress, work 
load, and confidence rankings are on a scale from 1 to 5, 1 being “very low” 5 being “very 
high”), 5 types of sleep disturbances: insufficient sleep, trouble falling asleep, trouble waking up, 
trouble staying asleep, and taking naps during the day, if they felt they went to bed at a 
reasonable hour, if they felt there were minimal issues, average duration of sleep, nighttime 
habits, and their personal opinion on the correlation between sleep and academic success. The 
first 100 responses out of a total of 163 responses, were collected and analyzed by variable 
groups: those reporting “very high” stress, experiencing four or more of types of sleep 
disturbances, below average duration of sleep,above average duration of sleep,and those enrolled 
in more than 15 credit hours, which is the recommended class load by the university. The 
average GPA, enrolled credit hours, stress, workload and confidence rating, and the percentage 
of participants experiencing each type of sleep disturbance were calculated and recorded by 
category

Results

Of the 100 participants, 10 were graduate student, 37 were seniors, 22 were juniors, 22 
ere sophomores, and 9 were freshman. The overall average GPA was 3.38, the average number 
of enrolled credit hours was 14.19, and the average duration of sleep was 6.42 hours and 
responses ranged from 2 hours to 12+ hours. 70% of participants agreed there is a correlation 
between sleep and academic success without specifying that correlation, 18% were unsure and 
12% disagreed. The overall average ratings for stress, workload, and confidence in academic 
ability were respectively:3.75, 3.48, and 3.56. 97% of all participants reported at least one type 
of sleep disturbance, 65% reported insufficient sleep, 67% reported trouble falling asleep, 59% 
reported trouble waking up, 42% reported trouble staying asleep, and 52% reported taking naps 
during the day. 37% of participants reported they went to bed at a “reasonable” time and 11% 
reported minimal issues.

The group reporting “very high” stress (5/5) consisted of 16 participants, the average 
GPA was 3.49, the average number of enrolled credit hours was 14, and the average duration of 
sleep was 6.067 hours. The average rankings for stress, workload and confidence were 
respectively: 5, 3.88, and 3.5. 100% of participants reported at least one type of sleep 
disturbance, 62.5% reported insufficient sleep, 62.5% reported trouble falling asleep, 87.5% 
reported trouble waking up, 37.5% reported trouble staying asleep, and 37.5% reported napping 
during the day.

The group experiencing 4 or more types of sleep disturbances consisted of 32 
participants, the average GPA was 3.39, the average number of enrolled credit hours was 14.75, 
and the average duration of sleep was 5.97 hours. The average rankings for stress, work load, 
and confidence were respectively: 3.88, 3.72, and 3.44. 93.75% of participants reported 
insufficient sleep. 100% reported trouble falling asleep, 84.38% reported trouble waking up, 
75% reported trouble staying asleep, and 72% reported napping during the day. 31.25% reported 
going to bed at a reasonable time and 9.38% reported minimal issues.
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The group sleeping <6 hours at night was consisted of 18 participants, the average GPA 
was 3.43, the average number of enrolled credit hours was 15.17, and the average duration of 
sleep was 4.44 hours. The average rankings for stress, work load, and confidence were 
respectively: 4.22, 3.61, and 3.56. 100% of participants reported at least one type of sleep 
disturbance, 88.89% reported insufficient sleep, 88.89% reported trouble falling asleep, 72.22% 
reported trouble waking up, 55.56% reported trouble staying asleep, and 505 reported napping 
during the day. 16.67% reported going to bed at a “reasonable” time and 11.10% reported 
minimal issues.

The group enrolled in >15 credit hours was consisted of 28 participants, the average 
GPA was 3.51 the average number of enrolled credit hours was 16.5, and the average duration 
of sleep was 6.071 hours. The average ratings for stress, work load, and confidence were 
respectively:3.39, 3.64, and 3.79. 100% of participants enrolled in >15 credit hours reported at 
least one type of sleep disturbance, 82% reported insufficient sleep, 71% reported trouble falling 
asleep, 68% reported trouble waking up, 36% reported trouble falling asleep, and 61% reported 
napping during they day. 25% reported they went to bed at a “reasonable” time, and no 
participants felt they had minimal issues.

Conclusion

Students who were enrolled in >15 credit hours, reported “very high” stress levels and 
those who experience more sleep disturbances and shorter sleep duration saw a slight increase in 
GPA from the population average and higher than that of their peers who did sleep >6 hours at 
night. One possible explanation for this result is the student reporting higher GPA’s had to work 
much harder to maintain their GPA, to the detriment of their sleep cycle and mental health.
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The Cantor Set 
Illyssa Overton 

Scott Varagona, Ph.D. 

Abstract 
The Cantor Set denoted C is a set of points lying on the closed interval[0,1] ⊆ R

constructed by removing the middle thirds of the line segments generated in each step Cn. We 
will explore its many characteristics - closed, compact, measure 0, perfect, and uncountable, to name 
a few. We will prove that C has these properties, then compare the properties of a few  similar  
sets  to C. Our study is based in topology with elements of measure theory and set theory.

Introduction

Georg  Cantor  (1874-1918)  was  a  mathematician  who  made  notable 
contributions in many areas of mathematics such as topology and analysis, and he is even 
credited as the founder of modern set theory.  During Cantor’s time, his research was 
frowned upon by many well-known mathematicians.   His  work  was  called  counter-
intuitive,  shocking,  and  even sacrilegious by some, and sparked many philosophical 
debates.  However, despite the critics and battling with mental illness, he continued 
researching the duration of his life, and his contributions are now taught in standard 
mathematics curricula everywhere.

In this paper,  I will be researching one of his greatest contributions to  point-set 
topology:  the  Cantor  Set.   The idea  of  the  Cantor  set was actually introduced in a 
footnote of one of his articles written for a German  mathematical  journal.   Cantor  
explained  the  process  of  creating  a set that could be perfect yet nowhere dense, two 
seemingly contradictory properties.  In fact, many variations of the Cantor set can be 
constructed, which I will be exploring later.  However, the most common construction is  
the  Cantor  ternary  set,  ternary  meaning  “composed  of  three  parts.” Since this 
variation of the Cantor set is the main focus of my research, I will henceforth denote it as 
C.

We  define C as  a  subset  of  the  closed  interval  [0,1] ⊆ R created by removing
the middle thirds of the line segments remaining in each step Cn for n ∈ N demonstrated
below:

C0 = [0, 1]

C1 = [0,
1

3
] ∪ [

2

3
, 1]

C2 = [0,
1

9
] ∪ [

2

9
,

3

9
] ∪ [

6

9
,

7

9
] ∪ [

8

9
, 1]

...

(1)

This deletion process is continued ad infinitum and C =
∞⋂
n=1

Cn.
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Mathematicians are interested in this set and its variations because of its many 
intriguing and seemingly contradictory properties. I will be proving several of the set’s 
properties in this paper, including closed, compact, uncountable, perfect, measure 0, and 
nowhere dense. Once I have proven these, I will examine variants of Cantor sets in 
comparison to the ternary set.

Background Information

This paper will contain many topological terms and theorems which I shall define 
in this section.

Definition 1. A set is closed if its complement is open.
Theorem 1. Heine-Borel Theorem: A subset of Rn is compact if it is closed and bounded.
Definition 2. A set is uncountable if it cannot be written in one-to-one correspondence 
with N.
Definition 3. A set is totally disconnected if the only non-empty connected subsets are 
singletons.
Definition 4. A point x ∈ R is a limit point of A ⊆ R if every open set containing x 
contains at least one point of A that is not x.
Definition 5. A set is perfect if it is closed and every point of the set is a limit point of the 
set.
Definition 6. Let A ⊆ R. The outer measure of A, m (A), is:

m∗(a) = inf{
∞∑

k=1

`(Ik)|A ⊆
∞⋃

k=1

Ik}

where {Ik}k∞=1 is any set of non-empty open bounded intervals that cover A.
Definition 7. A set E is measurable provided for any set A, m (A) = m (A ∩ E) + m (A ∩ 
Ec).
Definition 8. The restriction of outer measure m* to the class of measurable sets is called 
Lebesgue measure.
Theorem 2. Suppose A and B are measurable sets, A has finite measure, and A ⊆ B. 
Then m(B − A) = m(B) − m(A).
Definition 9. A nowhere dense set in a topological space is a set whose closure has empty 
interior.
Definition 10. For a subset A of a topological space X, the interior of A is defined as the 
union of all open sets contained in A.
Definition 11. A set K is a continuum if K is non-empty, compact, and connected.
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Definition 12. A collection {Ai}i=1 of sets is a nested collection if, when-ever j ≥ i, Aj ⊆ 
Ai.
Theorem 3. Suppose H1, H2, ..., Hn are connected sets and for each i,

1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, Hi ∩Hi+1 6= ∅. Then
n⋃

i=1

Hi is connected.

∞
Theorem 4. Suppose {Ki}i=1 is a nested collection of continua. Then,
∞⋂

Ki is a continuum.
i=1

Theorem 5. Any topological space that is non-empty, perfect, compact, totally 
disconnected, and metric is homeomorphic to the Cantor set.
Theorem 6. Tychonoff  ’s Theorem: The product of any collection of com-pact 
topological spaces is compact with respect to the product topology.
Theorem 7. If X and Y are compact Hausdorff spaces, and f : X → Y is a continuous 

bijection, then f−1 is continuous.Definition 13. A function f : X → Y is continuous at x ∈ X if, for every open set V ⊆ Y
that contains f(x), ∃ an open U ⊆ X so that x ∈ U and f(U) ⊆ V .

Properties of the Cantor Set

In this section, I will state theorems which claim some mathematical property of 
the Cantor set C, proving each in progression.

Theorem 8. C is closed.

Proof. At step C0 we have the closed interval [0, 1] whose complement, namely (−∞, 0) 
∪ (1, ∞), is a union of open sets. During the deletion process, only open subsets of the 
real line are removed. Thus, the comple-ment of C can be written as a union of open 
sets, which is open. Therefore, because the complement of C is open, C is closed by 
definition.

Theorem 9. C is compact.

Proof. The Heine-Borel theorem states that a subset of R is compact iff it is closed and 
bounded. By Theorem 8 we know that C is closed. Since each Cn is contained within [0, 
1], C is bounded. Therefore, C is compact.

To prove the upcoming theorem, I will be using the set of itineraries of C which I 
will denote I.

Definition 14. The itinerary of a point x in C, denoted I(x), is the lo-cation of x 
expressed as a sequence of Ls and Rs representing the left and right line segment in 
each step.
Definition 15. I = {I(x) : x ∈ C}
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Theorem 10. C is uncountable.

Proof. Clearly, each point in the Cantor set will have a unique itinerary.
For example, the itinerary of the point 1/27 would be LLLRRRRR..... So,
there exists a bijection from C to I. We will now prove that I is uncountable. Suppose, by 
way of contradiction, that I is countable. Since I is infnite, this means that there must 
exist a bijection f from N to I. An example of a bijection might look like this:

1 −→ LRLRLRLR...

2 −→ RRLLRRLL...

3 −→ LLLRRRLR...

4 −→ RRRRLLLL...

5 −→ RLLRLLRL...

We now form an itinerary whose ith entry will be the ith entry of the ith sequence 
in the above list, in this case LRLRL.... We then change each entry to its opposite, that is 
an L becomes an R and vice versa. We now have RLRLR.... This process, called Cantor 
diagonalization, generates a new sequence contained in I that does not receive a partner
in N. This means f was not a bijection, and our original assumption (that I is countable) 
cannot be true, resulting in a contradiction. Thus, I is uncountable. Because there exists a 
one-to-one correspondence between C and I, C is therefore uncountable.

Theorem 11. C is totally disconnected.

Proof. Suppose, by way of contradiction, that C were not totally disconnected. Then by 
definition C must contain a connected subset that is not a singleton set or the empty set, 
that is to say C must contain some line segment [a; b] for a; b 2 C. This line segment has 
some length L. However, at some step Ck for k ∈ N, Ck will contain only line segments
with length l < L. This shows that no line segments will survive the deletion process,
making the only connected subsets of C the empty set and singleton sets.

Theorem 12. C is a perfect set.

Proof. By previous work we have shown that C is closed. We must now show that every 
point of C is a limit point of C . Assume x ∈ C, which means x ∈ Cn for all n ∈ N. In
particular, x will be contained in one of the 2n intervals of Cn. There must exist an end 
point xn ∈ Cn such that |x − xn| ≤ 1/3n , where x does not equal xn (if x is an endpoint,
let xn be the other endpoint). As the distance between these endpoints and x converges to 
0, the sequence of points xn will converge to x. This shows that every point in C is a limit 
point of C.

Theorem 13. C has measure 0.

Proof. Looking at the measure of open intervals removed in each step of the Cantor 
deletion process, we obtain a geometric series of the form

n=1

2n−1

3n . 
∞∑
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 We can calculate the sum of this series by taking the first entry of the series, 1/3, and 
dividing it by 1-r, r being the common ratio. So we have

3

1− 2 = 1
3

1

This shows that the union of open intervals removed to create the Cantor set 
has Lebesgue measure 1. The Cantor set is created from deleting open intervals 
from the closed interval [0, 1], which has Lebesque measure 1. Since 1 − 1 = 0, by 
Theorem 2 it follows that the Cantor set has Lebesgue measure 0.

Theorem 14. C is nowhere dense.

Proof. As C is closed, the closure of C is C itself. We must now show that C has 
empty interior. Suppose C did not have empty interior. Then there must exist some 
line segment of positive length. However, by Theorem 11 we know that no such line 
segment exists. Therefore, C is nowhere dense.

The Sierpinski Triangle

The Sierpinski Triangle is constructed by subdividing an equilateral triangle 
into smaller equilateral triangles. At the first step, you remove the middle equilateral 
triangle making up one fourth of the total area. In each subsequent step, you remove 
the middle triangle of the remaining triangles, as shown below.

We define the Sierpinski Triangle, which I will call 4, in a similar way
∞⋂

n=1

4n forto C. Each step of the deletion process I will call 4n and 4 = n ∈ N.
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A few properties of 4 are clear to see, and their proofs are very similar to C. It is 
easy to see that 4 is closed, as its complement is a union of open sets. It is also 
clear to see that this set is bounded, and so by the Heine-Borel Theorem that would 
make 4 compact.

The most notable difference between 4 and C is their connectedness. As I proved 
above, C is totally disconnected, meaning that the only con-nected subsets are singleton 
sets. Just by looking at 4, it is easy to see that the set is not totally disconnected as the 
outer edges of the triangle never get deleted. However, not only is 4 not totally 
disconnected, but it is in fact connected.
Theorem 15. 4 is connected.

Proof. It is easy to see that {4i}i=1 is a nested collection, as each step is a subset of the 
last. I will show by induction that each 4i is connected ∀i. When i = 1, we have the step 
41, which is clearly connected as a solid equilateral triangle. Assume that step 4k is also 
connected. (NTS: 4k+1 is connected.). Note that 4k+1 is homeomorphic to 3 copies of 
4k glued corner to corner. Since 4k is connected, it follows by Theorem 3 that4k+1 is 
connected as a union of connected sets. So, by induction, every step in the generation of 
the Sierpinski Triangle is connected. As each each step is non-empty, compact, and 
connected, each step is a continuum. Thus the Sierpinski Triangle, as the intersection of a 
collection of continua, is a continuum by Theorem 4, which implies connectedness.

It is interesting to note that, although the Cantor set and the Sierpinski Triangle are 
very similar in construction and hold many of the same properties, these sets are not 
homeomorphic.

Another fascinating set to consider in relation to the Sierpinski Triangle is the 
Sierpinski Carpet, which takes the form of a square where at each step the middle ninth 
is removed. I will not be covering this set in my research, but urge readers to do their 
own investigation.

The Smith-Volterra Cantor Set

The Smith-Volterra Cantor set, Cf , is the most famous of the “fat” Cantor sets. It is 
constructed similarly to the Cantor set, removing a middle fraction of the line segments in 
each step. The difference is that the ternary construction removes a fixed value of the 
middle 1 while in Cf the middle 

4

1
n for n ∈ N is removed.

3
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This construction of a Cantor set holds all of the topological properties as C, and is in 
fact homeomorphic to C. It is clear to see that this set is closed, as its complement is a 
union of open sets. Also, Cf is compact by the Heine-Borel theorem. For every point in 
Cf , you can find its itinerary as an infinite sequence of L’s and R’s. Thus, a bijection 
exists between I and Cf , and since I already proved that I is uncountable, it must be the 
case that Cf is also uncountable.

The biggest difference in the Fat Cantor set and C is their measure. The Fat Cantor set 
has positive measure, whereas C has measure 0. In fact, any Cantor set with positive 
measure is called “fat.”

To find the measure of Cf , I will use the same method as before. The measure of the 
removed portion can be written as a geometric series

4
+ 1

8
+ 1

16
+ ... where the common ratio r = 1

2 . The measure of the
removed portion would then be

1
4

1− 1
2

=
1

2

The measure of [0, 1] = 1. The measure of the removed portion is 1
2

. So,

the measure of Cf is 1
2

.

This goes to show that two homeomorphic topological spaces need not have the same 
measure. Another example of this would be R with any bounded open interval of R, say for 
example (1, 5). From previous work, it is true that there exists a one-to-one correspondence 
between R and (1, 5), however R has infinite measure while the measure of (1, 5) is 4.

Infinite Product of {0,1} with itself
Consider {0,1} with the discrete topology, i.e. T = {{0}, {1}, {0, 1}, ∅}.

Let X =
∞∏

n=1

{0, 1} with the product topology. The basis for the set is as

follows:

{
∏∞
n=1

Oi : Oi is open in Xi ∀i and for some j ∈ N, Oi = Xi ∀i ≥ j}

Examples of basic open sets will look similar to this: {0} × {1} × {1} × {0} × ... × {0, 1} 
× ... where after some value of n, each factor is {0, 1}.

Theorem 16. X is homeomorphic to C.

Proof. Using the idea of itineraries, we can find a bijection f from X to C by simply taking 
each sequence in the set of itineraries and changing each L to a 0 and each R to a 1. Now, as 
a product of compact topological spaces, we know that X is compact by Tychonoff’s 
theorem. (Note that both X and C are Hausdorff.) We must now show that the bijection f is 
continuous and has a continuous inverse; however by Theorem 7 it suffices
to show that f is continuous. Let a = (a1, a2, a3, ..., an, ...) ∈ X and let V be an open set
containing f(a). Because the lengths of the components of Cn are limiting to 0 as n → ∞, ∃
some n ∈ N for which the component S of Cn containing f(a) is a subset of V . Shrink V
down to an open interval O containing S and no other components of Cn. Then, by the
way f is defined, we know the set U of all sequences in X whose first n terms agree with a 
are sent by f into O, that is to say f(U) ⊆ O. But U = {a1}×{a2}× ... ×{an}×{0, 1}× ....
Since U is open in X, a ∈ U and f(U) ⊆ V , f is continuous.. We have thus shown that f is a
continuous bijection with a continuous inverse. Therefore, X is indeed homeomorphic to C.
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Concluding Remarks

As an avid fan of the history of mathematics, and the great math-ematicians who paved 
the way, I enjoyed studying about Cantor’s life and the other contributions he made to this 
field. Cantor was actually the first to propose that certain infinities can be larger than others 
by proving the set of real numbers is more numerous than the set of natu-ral numbers. This 
is one of his findings that received much grief at the time of its proposal. Many theologians 
called this finding sacrilegious, as it went against the absolute infinity of the nature of God. 
Though the many criticisms of Cantor’s work caused him to face severe bouts of de-
pression, he persisted and was able to contribute significantly to the world of mathematics, 
which is truly inspiring.

The Cantor Set is extremely interesting and holds many fascinating properties. To have 
the opportunity to research this topic in depth with my undergraduate background in 
topology was a remarkable experience. The sets which I studied in relation to the Cantor 
Set each hold their own appeal and value, and though I only grazed the surface in this 
project, I hope to investigate them further in the future.
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Aging out of the Foster Care System and Entering Higher Education: A 
Quantitative Study 
Nicholas Preston 

Brendan Beal,Ph.D. 

Abstract 
Aging out of the foster care system is an issue that receives little attention. For those who 
want to transition into higher education, it gets worse. Currently, the legal age to “age 
out” of the system is 21, forcing many foster youth to mature at a faster rate. This 
research study seeks to explore more about resources that are available to former foster 
care students who have aged out of the system and entered higher education. Participants 
in this study were former foster youth. They completed a survey pertaining to higher 
education resources. Results from this study indicated that former foster youth utilized 
several agency resources as well as personal resources. Conclusions and implications for 
future research are discussed. 

Literature Review

Welfare System
In “Homelessness and the Transition from Foster Care to Adulthood,” Dworsky & 

Courtney (2009)give an overview of the child welfare system as a whole.  The 
researchers explain that 510,000 children lived in out-of-home care in the United States 
in 2006, but that numbercontinues to rise. Three-fifths of these children were members of 
an ethnic or racial minority group, 52% were male, and their median age was 10.2 years. 
State child welfare provided by the Titles IV-E and IV-B of the Social Security Act. Title 
IV-E provided states with federal reimbursement for a significant part of the costs of
foster care for children is the source of funding for foster care youth. Child welfare
agencies are required to make “reasonable efforts” to prevent placement of children in
out-of-home-care; these efforts generally consist of social services provided for the
child’s family (Dworsky & Courtney, p. 3).

Programs
Batsche, et al. (2014) explains the steps to prepare for the young adult once he/she 

has aged out of the child welfare system and has plans to enter higher education. One 
program that was created, called KnowHow2Go (KH2Go),  is a national media campaign 
designed to help middle school and high school youth obtain information on how to go to 
college. The program emphasizes four steps: Find someone to help, Push yourself, Find 
the right fit, Put your hands on some cash (Batsche, 2014). This study was conducted in a 
large urban county with a population of 1.2 million within the southeastern United States 
(Batsche, 2014). Thirty individuals volunteered for the interviews, but three did not meet 
the criteria and could not be used (Batsche, 2012). The criteria was (i) be between the 
ages of 18 and 25; (ii) emancipated from foster care within the past five years, (iii) 
enrolled in or have completed a postsecondary program (Batsche, 2012).
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The researchers found that most of the foster care participants had no one to help them 
and were not aware of resources to help them apply to college (Batsche, 2014). One 
student received help from a federally funded TRIO program called Upward Bound 
which  facilitated his post secondary education transition (Batsche, 2014). Another 
student talked about how he attended a public institution to receive tuition exemption; 
however, he felt they needed a support system at or near the institution (Batsche, 2014). 
In order to pay for college 16 of the 27 respondents had the following sources of income: 
tuition exemptions, state stipends, pell grants, jobs and other scholarships (Batsche, 
2014). Overall, the process to transition into higher education can be a strain if there is no 
one there to assist. However, the KH2Go program gives step by step guidance on how to 
prepare for post-secondary education.

Housing
Youth who age out of the foster care system have difficulties in their transition to 

adulthood. They have a hard time trying to find housing opportunities (Curry & Abrams 
2015). Young people who are making the transition to adulthood benefit from stable 
housing as they pursue education and vocational opportunities and master tasks related to 
economic independence. Youth who have been emancipated from foster care face a 
unique set of barriers to independence related to their backgrounds and histories with the 
child welfare system. According to Curry & Abrams (2015), financial independence is 
also often unattainable for emancipated foster youth. As a result, federal legislation in the 
1980s established the Independent Living Program (ILP). The ILP program included 
transitional housing and assistance in earning a high school diploma or college degree. 
Still, gaining economic independence is still problematic for foster care youth.  Overall, it 
is very difficult for foster care youth to transition out of foster care and they struggle 
finding available resources.

Education
Studies of former foster youth find poor levels of education attainment. 

According to Osgood (2007), these youth have fewer years of education, and they are 
less likely to earn a high school diploma. He goes on to give statistics that Cook, 
Fleishman, and Grimes study which found that 66% of 18 year olds discharged from 
foster care in the U.S. between 1987 and 1988 had not graduated high school (Osgood 
2007, p. 34). The study, conducted in 2001, found that 37 percent of their sample of 
former foster youth had not completed high school or obtained a GED within twelve to 
eighteen months of being discharged (Osgood 2007, p. 34). It was also found that only 9 
percent of participants had taken any college courses (Osgood 2007, p. 35). Former foster 
youth face the transition to independence because of low educational attainment. These 
deficits make it difficult for them to survive in the competitive job market.
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Methodology

In this quantitative research study, we are conducting this study to explore more about 
resources that are available to former foster care students who have aged out of the 
system and entered higher education. Participation in this study will require the 
completion of a survey by former foster youth who are now in higher education. After 
gathering all the data from the surveys our objective is to become more educated about 
what resources helped former foster care students enter higher education.

Findings

After the completion of our survey we could garner some insight on the resources some 
foster care youth utilize and find helpful during their transition. Our survey consisted of5 
participants. From our survey we asked various questions about resources the 
participants utilized to get into higher education and resources they utilized to remain in 
higher education. Before higher educations, we found that 40% utilized high school 
counseling services, 20% percent utilized TRIO programs, 60% percent utilized 
Independent Living Programs (ILP), 80% percent utilized a foster parent, and 80% 
utilized a social worker. While in higher education, we found that 60% utilized TRIO 
programs, 60% Percent Utilized Career Development Center,which offers a variety of 
resources to help you prepare for the career of your dreams, 60% Percent utilized 
Scholarships & Loans, and 80% Percent utilized some type of Financial Aid to help them 
with their financial cost. The survey also asked what type of funding did each of the 
former foster youth utilize. 60% utilized scholarships and loans and 80% utilized some 
sort of financial aid. 

Discussion

From this study, we were able to see that a few former foster youth are utilizing multiple 
resources to help them get into higher education and obtain their degree. This is 
especially important because a lot of the programs are federally funded programs and are 
paid for by taxpayer dollars which is important to many Americans. It was interesting 
that most of the participants were aware the of the new Alabama Fostering Hope 
scholarship and had applied for it to receive some type of assistance. The Alabama 
Fostering Hope scholarship covers tuitions and fees for eligible students. The survey also 
consisted of a question asking the participants about their plans during big holiday 
breaks when campus shuts down. The responses were very interesting. The responses 
varied from staying at a host home, staying with their parents, to reaching a state of 
independence and getting an apartment and working. Overall, this research was really 
interesting. It granted me the opportunity to explore more about the resources former 
foster youth are utilizing.
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Conclusion

Aging out of the foster care system at the age of 21 can be very difficult for foster 
care youth. Due to the small sample size our results were very limited. Because former 
foster youth is such a sensitive population, it was hard to get participants. Therefore the 
research only consisted of people who had disclosed that they were once a part of the 
foster care system. This research is very important because it can show that there is 
support available to former foster youth. There are roughly 5000 in care in Alabama, 
which we have to keep in mind they never choose to be there. That’s why we have to 
continue to study research of this nature. In the future, I plan to broaden the horizon of 
my research study and possibly partner with DHR to gain more participants for this 
study. 
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How the cGMP signaling pathway affects differentiation of breast tissue cells and 
the subsequent onset of lactation 
Natalie Twyford 

Heather Tinsley, Ph.D. 

Abstract 
Breast cancer is a medical enigma that has the attention of physicians across the globe as 
it affects hundreds of thousands of lives, some fatally. There is growing research that 
suggests that breastfeeding and cGMP signaling both reduce the risk of developing breast 
cancer. The goal of this project is to determine if there is correlation between cGMP 
pathway signaling and the subsequent onset of lactation. Rat mammary cells will be 
collected, grown, and have lactation induced. cGMP signaling activity, which can be 
identified by presence of a specific protein group, is measured before, during, and after 
differentiation otherwise known as lactation. To further determine a correlation between 
these two factors, we utilize RT-PCR, western blotting, and ELISA. RT-PCR is used to 
separate samples into individual proteins referred to as bands and in this stage, it can be 
determined if proteins that are associated with cGMP can be detected in the cancerous 
and experimental samples. Western blotting is a procedure that transfers the bands onto a 
membrane to aid in reading the bands created in RT-PCR. Finally, in enzyme-linked 
immunosorbent assay, ELISA, an antibody is introduced to a sample and portions of the 
sample that are attracted to the antibody stick while the rest is washed away. These 
various techniques provide original outlooks on the picture that is the correlation between 
cGMP pathway signaling and the subsequent onset of lactation.
Keywords: breast cancer, cGMP signaling, stem cell

Introduction 

The purpose of the experiment is to determine if the cGMP signaling pathway has 
an effect on differentiation of breast cells and the subsequent onset of lactation. The 
difference between breast tissue cells and breast cancer cells is an error in the 
differentiation process[2]. I will be using mammary stem cells and my results will be 
compared to breast cancer cells before, during, and after differentiation to accurately 
determine the role of cGMP signaling on differentiation. The experiment will be 
completed using HC11 cells, which will serve as my breast tissue stem cells. HC11 cells 
are mouse mammary tissue cells, and they serve as a prime test subject as it performs just 
as human breast tissue cells including possessing the lactating capability[1].  Presence of 
the cGMP signaling pathway as well as lactation activity will aid us in determining if the 
pathway in question truly had part in whether or not the cells were lactating. To 
determine if the pathway is present, we must analyze if the proteins associated with the 
cGMP pathway are present through reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-
PCR) and Western Blotting. In general, RT-PCR is used to determine if an mRNA 
species is present in a sample. 
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Since mRNA holds information for protein synthesis and what protein is 
synthesized is directly related to what type of mRNA is present, RT-PCR is valuable for 
this step. Western Blotting is commonly used to identify proteins due to separation in gel 
electrophoresis based size, charge, or other physical properties[4]. Next, we want to 
measure the levels of cGMP signaling in cells throughout the differentiation process, and 
here it will be able to determine if the cGMP signaling pathway is associated with 
differentiation. To measure the cGMP activity, enzyme linked immunosorbent assay 
(ELISA) will be used.

Methodology

Reverse Transcription Polymerase Chain Reaction (RT-PCR) 
To begin, an agarose gel is prepared and the electrophoresis is conducted after the gel is 
cooled. RNA samples fill wells created in the gel and then an electric current through the 
gel separating, for approximately forty minutes, the RNA samples. Afterwards, the 
electric current is terminated and bands are visible. These bands represent specific 
proteins as proteins stop in certain measurements due to size or charge. This is the first 
step to determining which proteins are present, more specifically if theproteins associated 
with the cGMP signaling pathway are present. Once the bands from the RNA samples 
are visible, a copy of the gel is printed. Band densities and distances are calculated 
allowing us to be more confident about proteins in the RNA samples.
Western Blotting
To begin, a gel is prepared, cooled, and gel electrophoresis is run through gel until dyed 
RNA sample has reached the bottom of the gel. Afterwards, in electrophoretic transfer, 
the gel is used to transfer the bands found onto a paper membrane which has been 
exposed to specific antibodies. The picture film is pressed onto the antibody membrane 
for a short amount of time, which is found through a few trial and error runs, in a 
completely dark chamber. This place where this step must be completely void of light as 
it will destroy the membrane. After the transfer, the membrane is put through a washing 
series to rid the membrane of proteins that were not attracted to the antibody on the 
membrane.
Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA)
ELISA is a test that detects and measuresthe activity of cGMP activity in mammary cells. 
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Investigating the Impact of Community Service on Student Empathy 

Joyia Williams

Holly Cost, Ph.D.	

Abstract 

With the increase in bullying in schools, it is evident that empathy has decreased. A 
previous study found that empathy in students had declined forty percent between 1972 
and 2009 (Dolby, 2013). A way to combat this decline is with teaching situations such as 
community service. The purpose of this study is to determine the impact community 
service has on empathy in children aged 10 and 11. This was done by creating a 7-day 
program in which a group of 10 children partnered with the local senior center to assist 
the seniors in recreational activities. The children were given a pre-and post-assessment 
using the Bryant Empathy Index for Children and Adolescents in addition to their 
service. The results of the changes in empathy from before and after the service were 
analyzed to determine the impact, if any the service had. This study provides insight to 
how children are influenced to learn empathy and whether community service has an 
impact on adolescents’ empathetic development. 

Introduction 

Empathy is on the decline. Defined as the ability to understand and share the 
feelings of another (Empathy, 2017), it is difficult to measure. Even with this limitation, 
there is evidence of this decline. Bullying is prominent in schools, and depression is high 
in youth (Dolby, 2013). With empathy playing a key role in successful character 
development, it is critical that initiatives be employed to increase empathy in our youth.

There is limited research on affecting empathy in elementary students. One reason 
is that empathy is quite difficult to measure. The studies that have been done on empathy 
focus on high school and university students. There is a scarcity of research on empathy 
levels of elementary-aged students. This study will add to the pool of available research. 

There is limited research on affecting empathy in elementary students. One reason 
is that empathy is quite difficult to measure. The studies that have been done on empathy 
focus on high school and university students. There is a scarcity of research on empathy 
levels of elementary-aged students. This study will add to the pool of available research. 
The purpose of this study is to determine the impact, if any, that community service has 
on empathy in elementary students. This study investigates the impact of getting to know 
others and doing a service for them has on students developing a stronger sense of 
empathy.
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It is intended that the information found in this study will be beneficial to 
teachers, educational psychologists, and anyone working in an educational field. The goal 
is for these professions to be able to use this information to make informed educational 
decisions.

The question to be answered by my research is:What impact does community 
service have on empathy in elementary students? The hypothesis is that if students 
complete a service to the community, the result will be an increase in empathy levels. 
Volunteering with senior citizens should allow the students to get to know them on a 
more personal level. This will allow for the students to understand the seniors better, 
helping to remove any stereotypes or prejudices they may have had beforehand. As 
everyone has a different background, getting to know the seniors could also provide an 
opportunity for the students to gain insight into other cultural experiences that they might 
not have known about. This should help the students to gain a better understanding of 
those cultural experiences as well.

Literature Review

Today’s students are encountering decreasing levels of empathy. A 2012 survey 
reported that 57% of students believe that successful people do anything they have to do 
to succeed, including cheating. Twenty-four percent believe it is okay to threaten or harm 
others when angry, and 49% report cases of bullying or harassment (Barnwell, 2016). 
This lack of empathy is causing schools to be a place where students do not feel safe to 
learn. A 2011 study shows that between 1972-2009, there was an average 40% decline in 
empathy of college students (Dolby, 2013).

The critical question is why is empathy declining? This has been attributed to 
several reasons. The decline in empathy can be credited to a lack of role models, high 
volumes of materials to learn, and pressure (Hojat, 2009). Without having consistent 
examples of empathetic behaviors, students are not getting the exposure they need to 
empathetic modeling and interactions. Many schools are emphasizing academics over 
morals, and character development has been replaced with extended math and science 
lessons.

Can empathy even be taught? Most studies find that the attitude towards empathy 
is both a skill and an attitude (Shapiro, 2002), meaning that it can be taught. Most of the 
population is naturally capable of feeling empathy, but it is difficult for many to learn on 
their own. For most, empathy must be modeled and taught. Roleplaying, amongst other 
things, is one way that students can learn empathy (Cotton, 1992).These practices are 
great teachers of empathy as they are great ways for students to see and practice being 
empathetic. This helps to nurture and strengthen their empathy.
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Empathy is needed for success in school. Successful learners are defined as being 
“knowledgeable, self-determined, strategic, and empathetic” (Cotton, 1992). The habit of 
being empathetic manifests itself into academic studies. Empathetic tendencies correlate 
with critical thinking, imagination, and astute thinking (Cotton 1992).Habitually 
approaching social situations by taking another person’s perspective transfers over into 
academic problem solving; empathetic students are more likely to approach problems 
from different angles and be open minded to suggestions. These are skills that are found 
in the most successful learners.

Community service has the potential of greatly impacting empathy. Buch and 
Harden (2011) discovered that students who participate in community service have 
reduced stereotyping in addition to having increased cultural and racial understanding 
and social responsibility.

Methodology

The objective of this study is to provide elementary students an opportunity to 
increase empathy through community service and classroom instruction,
Assessment

The assessment used was the Bryant Empathy Index for Children and 
Adolescents. The version we used is a nineteen question assessment that had the students 
mark “yes” if they agreed with the statement and “no” if they disagreed. The statements 
are written as a series of opinions on others’ actions, such as “I get upset when I see a kid 
being hurt” (Bryant, 1982).  Positive statements were scored 0 points for an answer of 
“no”and 1 point for an answer of “yes.” Negative statements were scored in reverse, with 
an answer of “no” getting 1 point, and an answer of “yes” getting 0 points. The final 
question was a short answer question that asked if a student has ever done community 
service before, and what they did if they marked “yes.”
Activities

This project involved one group of students. The group took a pre- and post-
assessment that measured their level of empathy. Below are descriptions of each activity. 
Community Service at Montevallo Senior Center

The group selected for classroom instruction participated by assisting the seniors 
as game partners and arts and crafts assistants. Over the course of seven days, these 
students interacted with and were presented with opportunities to get to know their senior 
partners. At the completion of the final day, the students took the post-assessment and the 
scores were analyzed.

Day 1: pretest, introduction of senior partners
Days 2-6 partnership with seniors at the senior center
Day 7: post-test,celebrate completion of unit

Once the results were collected, the scores were measured to determine the 
impact, if any, the community service had on students’ empathy. The average scores and 
their differences from pre- to post-assessment were compared to see if any significant 
impact was made.
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The Study

Upon the conclusion of the general interest meeting, 20 children and 7 seniors 
volunteered to participate. Of the 20 children, 10 were randomly selected. The students 
were given both assent and parental consent forms to have signed before the beginning of 
the study. Both the participating children and seniors were given an interest inventory 
(Appendix D) to complete for generating a list of activities to be completed during the 
study. The seniors and children were also paired according to the information written on 
the interest forms.
Demographic

Of the 10 children, six were female and four were male (Appendix E). Eight of 
the students had previously participated in community service and two had no prior 
service experience. Of the 2 who had no prior experience, 1 was male, and 1 was female.
Pre-Test

The test was scored on a scale of 0 to 18, with 0 scoring extremely low empathy and 
18 scoring extremely high empathy. Of the scores from the pre-test, the average score was 
12.4. This score reflects generally average levels of empathy. The median was 12.5 and the 
most frequent score was 12. The range of the scores was 7, with scores ranging from 8 to 15. 
The average score of the female participants was 11.67, and the average score of the males 
was 13.5. The average of the students who had previous community service experience was 
12.38, and the average for those with no prior service was 12.5. 
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Post-Test 

The test was given again upon the completion of the study. The average score 
for the post-test was 12.7. This score reflects generally average levels of empathy. 
The median score was 12.7 and the most frequent score was 12. The range in scores 
was 11, with scores ranging from 6-17. The average score of the female participants 
was 12.17 and the average score for males was 13.5. The average score of the 
students who had previous community service was 12.63 and the average for those 
with no prior community service was 13.
Change from Pre-Test to Post-Test
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The changes between the pre- and post- tests were overall positive. While a few 
scores decreased, most stayed the same or increased. The average score increased from 
12. 4 to 12.7.  In some instances, the increase was 3 points higher than the pre-test score.
The data collected suggests the community service unit had some effect on the students’
empathy.
Qualitative Responses

Throughout the duration of the study, many comments were made that suggested 
the community service’s impact. Upon my arrival, the students immediately rushed over 
to ask if they were going to visit their senior “buddies” that day, and if they could leave 
right then instead of meeting first. Several of the seniors mentioned that the children 
reminded them of their grandchildren, and one child mentioned that she liked visiting her 
buddy as she did not get to visit her own grandmother very often. Most days, the students 
asked to bring their own games over as they wanted to teach their buddies how to play 
them. These responses indicate a positive empathetic impact on the students. 

Conclusion

The hypothesis that community service increases children’s empathy tested true. 
The increase in scores from pre-test to post-test indicate that performing a service for the 
Senior Center positively had an impact on the students’ empathy. Although there was a 
slight increase in empathy, a possible reason that it did not increase any more than it did 
is that the students volunteered to participate. It is very likely that the students were 
already very empathetic, which is why they decided to participate. The scores from the 
pre-test were already high, which indicates that the participants had high levels of 
empathy prior to the study. 

Discussion

Although the study was successful, the ideal sample size for the study would be 
much larger than what was presented. Due to the number of participating seniors and 
restrictions in available space, only 10children participated in the study. If the study were 
to be repeated, a larger sample size should be collected, preferably with populations from 
different locations.

The time interval over which the study occurred would ideally be longer. The 
study was only able to take place over a 7-day period due to scheduling conflicts and the 
availability of the participants. An interval of a few weeks would make for a more ideal 
interval to collect data. 

Even with these limitations, implications from the study show that there is an 
importance of community service to increase empathy. Many of the students who 
participated had prior experience in community service, and these students scored high 
on the instrument. Even with the students’ initially high empathy, the average score still 
increased from pre-to post-test. The potential shown by this study’s participants to 
increase empathy indicates the importance of involving students in community service. 
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Appendix A
Index of Empathy for Children and Adolescents
Please check: I am a Boy ______ or Girl ______
For each of the following sentences, please mark YES if you agree with the
statement or mark NO if you do not agree.
………………………………………………………………………………………
1. It makes me sad to see a kid who can’t find anyone to play with.
□ Yes □ No
2. People who kiss and hug in public are silly.
□ Yes □ No
3. Kids who cry because they are happy are silly.
□ Yes □ No
4. I really like to watch people open presents, even when I don’t get a present.
□ Yes □ No
5. Seeing a kid who is crying makes me feel like crying.
□ Yes □ No
6. I get upset when I see a kid being hurt.
□ Yes □ No
7. Even when I don’t know why someone is laughing, I laugh too.
□ Yes □ No
8. Sometimes I cry when I watch TV.
□ Yes □ No
9. It’s hard for me to see why someone else gets upset.
□ Yes □ No
10. I get upset when I see an animal being hurt.
□ Yes □ No
11. Some songs make me so sad I feel like crying.
□ Yes □ No
12. Grown-ups sometimes cry even when they have nothing to be sad about.
□ Yes □ No
13. It’s silly to treat dogs and cats as though they have feelings like people.
□ Yes □ No
14. I get mad when I see a classmate pretending to need help from the teacher.
□ Yes □ No
15. Kids who have no friends probably don’t want any.
□ Yes □ No
16. I think it is funny that people cry during a sad movie or reading a sad book.
□ Yes □ No
17. I am able to eat all my cookies even when I see someone looking at me wanting one.
□ Yes □ No
18. I feel upset when I see a classmate being punished by a teacher for not obeying
school rules.
□ Yes □ No

19. Have you ever done any volunteer work? Yes _____ No _____
If yes, please describe your work:
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
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Ligand Assisted Re-Precipitation Synthesis of Bismuth Double Perovskite 
Nanoparticles
Jordan Wilson 
Shanlin Pan, Ph.D. - University of Alabama 
Tyra Douglas, ACS certified B.S. in Chemistry - University of Alabama

Abstract 

Organic-lead halide perovskites are inexpensive materials with targetable qualities of 
color-tunable and skinny band-gaps for optic and solar technology, but they suffer from 
low photoluminescence. Much research has been done on moving away from these lead-
based perovskites due to the toxicity of lead and how it presents a potential obstacle to 
their utilization.  The goal of this project was to synthesize bismuth double perovskite 
nanoparticles with the formula Cs2AgBiBr6using Ligand Assisted Re-precipitation 
(LARP) technique. The resulting particles showed broad peaks on XRD comparative to 
the bulk single-crystal made through the original process. The sample showed an 
absorption peakat 395nm. Emission peaks were between 505nm and 507nm. The EDS 
results showed conclusive data that the sample made was Cs2AgBiBr6. SEM 
micrographs showed perovskite particles in the size range of micrometers instead of 
nanometers.

Introduction

As the world shifts towards greener energy, solar cells are a strong contender for 
renewable energy. Most solar cells currently on the market are silicon-based. These cells 
normally have25% efficiency from converting solar energy to useful power.1A primary 
detraction about these cells is that they are very expensive to make and require very 
precise conditions to manufacture. 

Perovskite solar cells have been researched intensely lately due to their ability to 
absorb light and transport charges efficiently due to their composition and crystal 
structure.2 This can be linked to their band gaps and low excitation energies along with 
recombination times. Lead perovskites have a direct and small band gap meaning that 
there isn’t as much needed energy to excite the electron to flow in a solar cell.3 However, 
the smaller band gap also correlates to a smaller recombination time meaning the electron 
and hole created recombine more frequently rather than travel across the cell to create a 
potential. Bismuth double perovskites have been shown to have an indirect but larger 
band gap so the rate of recombination is as low as 6% in some cases.3

Popular perovskite solar cells use a lead (II)-based perovskite, as seen in Figure 1. 
This is not a preferred material for solar cells due to lead (II)’s toxicity, oxidation, 
intrinsic instability, and, decomposition due to heat, voltage and ultraviolet light. Some 
cesium-tin perovskites have been made before but they have a rather low 
photoluminescence quantum yield of 0.14 % and due to their ‘s’ orbitals they are more 
susceptible tooxidize.2,3 Bismuth double halides, however, show exponentially better 
stability when under these factors.4
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Double perovskites are alternating octahedral crystal structures with different 
cations,as seen in Figure 2. These double perovskites can have a longer charge carrier 
recombination time and higher intrinsic stability compared to singular perovskites.3,5 In 
this research, the alternating metals are bismuth and silver. Here we replace the Pb2+ ion 
with Bi3+ since the two are isoelectronic. Cesium is used to replace traditional 
methylammonium due to the intrinsic stability the Cs+ adds allowing the compound to be 
more thermodynamically stable.6 Changing the size of the double perovskite allows for 
optical property manipulation. These quantum size changes can allow the perovskites to 
cover the whole visible spectrum from 400–800nm.7 This is due to quantum confinement 
which is observed once the diameter of a material is of the same magnitude as the de 
Broglie wavelength of the electron wave function.5 The de Broglie wavelength is a 
wavelength associated with a particle and is related to its momentum through Planck’s 
constant. In order to control the size of perovskites, some research has been done with 
using the LARP technique.

The LARP technique involves dissolving the pre-cursor salts in a polar solvent (in 
this case, DMSO) along with an organic hydrocarbon carboxyl acid to help stabilize the 
overall solution and control the growth of the particles. In some cases, a long chain amine 
is added to help limit the crystal growth of the perovskite. To cause the precipitation of 
the perovskite, a non-polar solvent (Toluene) is added.7

The ending product was characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD) to determine 
the crystal structure. UV-Vis absorption and Photoluminescence (PL) data was obtained 
to determine the optical properties. Scanning electron microscopy(SEM) was used to 
analyze the size and elemental composition with Energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS).

Experimental

Materials
All chemicals and solvents were purchased and used without any further 

purification. All measurements were carried out under normal atmospheric conditions. 
All bromide salts and DMSO used were purchased from Alfa Aesar. All amines used 
were purchased from EMD Millipore Corporation. The toluene and oleic acid was 
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.
Instrumentation

All fluorescence spectra collected was done by a Fluoromax-3 by Jobin Yvon. 
Ultra Violet-Visible spectra was taken with a Varian Carly 50 Scan. The XRDmodel used 
was a Bruker D2 Phaser.
Procedure

A precursor solution of 0.05M CsBr, 0.025M BiBr3, and 0.025M AgBrin DMSO 
was prepped by sonication until fully dissolved. Then 1.875mL of oleic acid was added 
to 1mL of the above solution under sonication until the solution was clear.
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 The solution was then refluxed at 110°Cfor two hours. The solution was then 
immediately added to 15mL toluene while sonicating. The resulting solution was 
centrifuged for 15 minutes to cause the precipitation of the perovskite. The precipitant 
was collected and washed with toluene three times. The sample was then allowed to dry 
in air for 24 hours before further characterization.
 The same procedure was followed again however, this solution was not added to 
toluene and instead allowed to cool to room temperature. This sample was labeled 13.2 
and was used for spectroscopy characterization to study the perovskites in solution. 
While sonicating, 1.875mLof oleic acid was added to the flask until the solution was 
clear. The flask was then attached to a reflux apparatus and heated/stirred for 2 hours at 
110°C. The refluxed solution was then added to 15mLof toluene while sonicating. The 
resulting liquid/precipitate was centrifuged and washed with more toluene for 3 rinse 
cycles at 15 minute intervals. The sample was then allowed to air dry for 24 hours until 
further characterization.
 X-Ray diffraction was the first characterization method used. The resulting 
pattern is of the sample prepped compared to the bulk double perovskite made via a 
different technique. Slight offset peaks may be due to uncalibrated XRD by a few 
microns. Ultra Violet-Visible spectroscopy was used on the sample before being added to 
toluene. A concentration of 0.035M of sample 13.2was loaded into a 6Q cuvette and the 
blank sample was a 2:3 ratio of DMSO and oleic acid. Fluorescence spectroscopy was 
performed with the same sample and blank sample from the UV-Vis characterization.
Scanning Electron microscopy was used for determining the actual size and composition 
of the perovskite with a 10μm reference. The overall composition is shown after EDS 
was completed.

Results and Discussion

 As seen in Figure 4, roughly all peaks shown on the known bulk sample of the 
double perovskite are shown with the test sample. A few things that stand out from these 
patterns are the much larger and wider peak at around 12 (2 Theta) for sample 13.1 and 
how a few of the smaller peaks for the bulk at 18,40, and around 72 seem to vanish or be 
spread very wide with low peaks for sample 13.1.The broadening exemplified in Figure 
5helps show the promise of smaller particles of the same perovskite. Quite a few peaks 
seem to merge together as the broadening occurs for sample 13.1.Minor but significant 
fluorescence of sample 13.2 was shown in Figure 7. The blank with DMSO and oleic 
acid was collected due to oleic acid also having a semi-strong fluorescence as in Figure 8.
 Some unforeseen changes to the methodology had to be made in order to create 
the bismuth double perovskites in the end. After roughly 13 tries, it was noticed that the 
silver cation in the precursor solution was bonding/interacting with the amines 
(octylamine, dodecylamine, octyldecylamine) when it was being added. The solution 
developed a slight opaque precipitate which is a common sign of a silver-based solid.
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 It was thought that refluxing the solution could prevent stop the overall problem 
with the amine in order to formicelles, however, it was discovered through repeated XRD 
patterns taken of every sample up to 13.1 that these methods were not working. Some of 
the XRD patterns were showing crystal structures associated with common side products 
of these ionic interactions, for example CsBiBr3.This side product has a dominant yellow 
color and does not fluoresce. The presence of this side product indicated the silver cation 
was not forming the double perovskite as wanted. Heating was introduced to attempt to 
put enough energy in the system while the precursor salts were refluxing to see if that 
would make the overall structure thermodynamically stable.
 Aside from introducing heat, a common factor that was considered was the 
concentration of the precursor salts. It has been shown that concentration of the multiple 
cations has an effect of the development of the overall double perovskite.6,4,8As the 
concentration was lowered, the solids collected were a much darker-orange overall and 
hinted towards the goal perovskite. An integrating sphere spectrophotometer would be 
required to take an accurate reflective measurement of the desired solid so that there 
would be a comparison to the bulk.As seen in Figure 6,UV-Vis spectrum of a solution of 
sample 13.2 was taken and showed a peak at 395 nm.  Fluorescence in Figure 7 show a 
peak range of 505 nm –507 nm.  The fluorescence was able to show distinct fluorescing 
after cancelling out the natural fluorescing of the oleic acid. This was crucial in 
attempting to see if the perovskite had any dominatingly optical properties.
 The EDS results in Figure 10were able to confirm our Cs2AgBiBr6double 
perovskite. The source of carbon and oxygen within the graph can be explained due to 
the carbon tape the powder sample was placed on and the oxygen from possible slight 
oxidation. The SEM results in Figure 9 show that our altered version of the LARP 
technique did not create nanoparticles. Although these particles are smaller when 
compared to the bulk perovskite (which could be why it is a lighter shade of orange than 
the darker-orange bulk), the goal was not met.

Conclusions and Future Work

 In conclusion, we were able to successfully create the desired bismuth double 
perovskite through a different technique than what has been done before for this 
perovskite. However, we were unable to obtain the nano-size versions of the particles. 
Future work would entail testing out different non-polar solvents and organic 
hydrocarbon acids. An amine that won’t strongly interact with silver cations would be 
preferred or just another ligand in general could hopefully be used that can still form 
micelles. Some goals would be after the potential nanoparticles are made, run some 
electrochemical characterization tests such as cyclic voltammetry and a J/V plot.
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Appendix

Figure 1. Single cell lead-perovskite. The green sphere is methylammonium. The silver is lead(II). The 
red is a halide.

Figure 2. Unit cell of Cs2AgBiBr6. The green spheres represent cesium atoms. The grey and purple 
spheres correspond to the alternating silver and bismuth atoms. The red spheres indicate the bromine 
atoms.

Figure 3: Dried sample 13.1
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Figure 4: XRDof sample 13.1 compared to known bulk crystal

Figure 5: Zoomed in XRD pattern for sample 13.1 to show broadening.

Figure 6: UV-Vis spectra of sample 13.2 showing a strong peak absorbance around 395nm.
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Figure 7: Fluorescence spectra of sample 13.2 showing a large broad emission with a peak around 
507nm

Figure 8: Comparing oleic acid to sample 13.2 via basic fluorescence.

Figure 9: SEM of sample 13.1. The designated box of Spectrum 6 is approximately 11.5μm x 20μm. 
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Figure 10: EDS of sample 13.1 after SEM. Designated peaks compare well with known EDS of desired 
perovskite conclusively
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